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Current Weather Conditions
Updated JUNE 17, 2021 5:00 PM 

FFoorreeccaasstt:: Scattered thunderstorms
TTeemmpp:: 33/23
HHuummiiddiittyy:: 50%
SSuunnrriissee:: 05:42 am
SSuunnsseett:: 06:52 pm  

AALLMMAANNAACC 

TTOODDAAYY

Month & Paksham:

Jyeshtha & Shukla Paksha 

Panchangam

Tithi : Ashtami: 08:38 pm

Nakshatram : Uttara Phalguni: 09:37 pm

Time to Avoid : (Bad time to start 

any important work)

Rahukalam : 10:39 am – 12:17 pm

Yamagandam : 03:32 pm – 05:10 pm

Varjyam : 05:37 am – 07:08 am 

Gulika : 07:23 am - 09:01 am

Good Time : (to start any important work)

Amritakalam : 02:36 pm – 04:09 pm

Abhijit Muhurtham : 11:51 am – 12:43 pm

In brief

Upward revision of land values soon
ML MELLY MAITREYI 
n HYDERABAD

A long-pending proposal to revise
the market rates of lands across the
state may be cleared by the
Telangana government soon.

The Cabinet Sub- Committee
on Revenue Mobilisation, which
met under the chairmanship of
Finance Minister T Harish Rao
here on Thursday, gave traction to
the proposal for revision of land
prices. 

Revision of market values of
lands was one of the proposals
made by the committee, as part of
its pre-budget preparation exer-
cise, to mobilise about Rs. 20,000
crore to Rs.25,000 crore in addi-
tional revenues for the govern-
ment during 2021-22. The other
proposals include increase in
motor vehicle tax and revision of
the mining policy.

The government has already
initiated the exercise on auction of
unutilized government lands and
issued a notification two days ago.
The next item on priority is revi-
sion of market value of the lands,
according to sources.

The government-fixed market
prices of agricultural and non- agri-
cultural lands --the value that is
taken into consideration for regis-
tration of land or plot -- have not
been revised in Telangana since its
formation. The last time the gov-
ernment revised market price for

lands was in the combined AP state
in August, 2013, during the tenure
of the then chief minister
N.Kirankumar Reddy.

The revision of land prices is
done based on a systematic study
by the committees comprising rev-
enue department officers such as

Joint Collector, Registrars, Sub-
Registrars and municipal commis-
sioners. The Stamps and
Registration Department has been
doing the exercise every year and
tracking the difference in the gov-
ernment-fixed market value and
prevailing land price in the open
market in various districts and sub-
mitting reports to the government
in case there is need for revision of
the market value rates.

MINISTER WRITES TO NIRMALA SITARAMAN

‘Atmanirbhar’ failed to
help MSMEs even after
one year, says KTR
PNS n HYDERABAD

IT and Industry Minister KT
Rama Rao has written to Union
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitaraman stating that the impact
of Aatmanirbhar relief package has
been minimal on Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs),
though one year has elapsed after
its rollout.

The MSME sector constitutes

the backbone of Telangana State's
manufacturing sector; yet, 

Microsoft names Satya
Nadella as Chairman
PNS n NEW YORK

Microsoft's India-born CEO Satya
Nadella has been named the com-
pany's Chairman, an additional
role in which he will “lead the work
to set the agenda for the board.”

Microsoft Corp on Wednesday
announced that the board's inde-
pendent directors unanimously
elected Nadella to the role of
board chair, and unanimously
elected John W Thompson as the
lead independent
director, a role
he held previ-
ously from
2012 to 2014.

“In this
role, Nadella
will lead the
work to set the
agenda for the
board, leverag-
ing his deep
u n d e r -
stand-

ing of the business to elevate the
right strategic opportunities and
identify key risks and mitigation
approaches for the board's review,”
the company said in a statement.

Nadella, 53, succeeds
Thompson, who as the lead inde-
pendent director, will retain signif-
icant authority including provid-
ing input on behalf of the inde-
pendent directors on board agen-
das, calling meetings of the inde-
pendent directors, setting agendas
for executive sessions, and leading
performance evaluations of the
CEO, the technology giant said.

In addition to these role changes,
the board declared a quarterly div-
idend of USD 0.56 per share. The
dividend is payable September 9,
2021, to shareholders of record on

August 19, 2021.
Nadella had suc-

ceeded Steve
Ballmer to become
Microsoft's CEO
in 2014. 

Younger ones getting more vaccines
NAVEENA GHANATE 
n HYDERABAD

Although Telangana has not start-
ed its vaccination drive for those in
the 18-44 years cohort, more vac-
cines are being administered to
young adults in this age group. In
Telangana, there are nearly 27.24
lakh adults in the 18-44 age group. 

It is important to note that health-
care workers and frontline warriors
figure in all age groups. About 6.18
lakh HCWs and FLWs are in the 18-
44 group. In Telangana, 14.21 lakh
people in 18-44 years group have
been inoculated in government cen-
ters, while in private centres so far
6.84 lakh have been inoculated. 

Sources said even though we are
inoculating super spreaders and
self-help groups now, majority of
them are under 18-44 of age. Sources
pointed that the government in a
way was  answering the criticism of
not inoculating across age groups as
the numbers speak that each day
more and more adults in these

groups are being vaccinated. 
Furthermore, in above 45 years

age group, not enough people are
coming forward to take vaccines
after a certain percentage, while vac-
cination of vulnerable groups has
slowed down. In Telangana 28.38
lakh people aged between 45 and 60
years have been vaccinated.

Currently the Union government
is providing vaccines in 50:50 ratio
for 18-44 and 45+ group, but no state

is using 45+ supply for 18-44 vacci-
nation due to the restrictions placed
by the Center. Across India, nearly
6.66 crore have been vaccinated in
18-44 group; 8.44 crore people in 45-
60 age group; and 6.44 crore people
in above 60 years group. 

Health economist Rijo M John in
a tweet said, "An increasing share of
available vaccine supply is being
diverted to the young and it is not a
good strategy for India. Most of the
limited supply should ideally go to the
60+ followed, by 45-60 until supply
is sufficient. Yet, a large chunk is going
to 18-45 in some states". There is a
considerable gender gap in the distri-
bution of vaccinations in some states.

TS cops issue
notice to Twitter
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Telangana Police has sent a
notice to social media platform
Twitter. On Thursday, the
Cyber Crime wing issued
notice to Twitter in the
case related to actress
Meera Chopra. A
case had been regis-
tered on the com-
plaint of Meera
Chopra for obscene
content posted on the
microblogging plat-
form.  

Cyber Crime ACP
Prasad said that cases had been
registered against those who com-
mented on Meera Chopra on
Twitter in obscene language. The
cases were registered under IT Act
Sections 67, 67A by the Telangana

police. 
Prasad said that they had once

again given notice to Twitter to
give details of those who had put

the content in question
on Twitter. "We will

also take action on
Twitter," he said. 

It may be men-
tioned here that,
on June 5, 2020
Telangana IT and
I n d u s t r i e s

Minister KT Rama
Rao had responded

to actress Meera
Chopra's police com-

plaint against fans of Junior
NTR, alleging that they had abused
her online besides threatening her
with gang-rape and acid attacks.

Panel selects 20
agencies to conduct
digital land survey

PNS n HYDERABAD

A high-level committee of officials
has selected 20 out of the 29 com-
panies that had responded to the
Expression of Interest invited by
the Department of Survey,
Settlements and Land Records for
the pilot project of digital survey
of agricultural lands in the State.

The officials said that 20 compa-
nies had qualified for the pilot proj-
ect, based on their experience,
expertise and technical capabilities.
The digital survey of land will be
taken up initially in 27 villages in

the State. It will cost about Rs.300
per acre. The agencies will bring
equipment and manpower. Most of
the agencies selected are city-based.
The list of selected agencies will be
forwarded to Chief Minister
K.Chandrasekhar Rao. Sources said
that agencies with relatively more
experience will be given two villages
each to conduct the digital survey, 

Hyd made BE vaccine  90% effective, a ‘game-changer
PNS n NEW DELHI

If everything goes fine, city-based
Biological E Ltd's vaccine, billed as
the least expensive with 90% effi-
ciency, could be out in October.
This vaccine will likely be a game-
changer in the fight against the pan-
demic, says a top doctor on a gov-
ernment advisory panel. 

NK Arora, chairperson of the
Centre's Covid Working Group, has
said that the vaccine is entering
Phase 3 trials and could be avail-
able by October.

Dr Arora said Biological E's
vaccine - to be called Corbevax --
is similar to the Novavax vaccine,
which is more than 90 per cent
effective, including against Covid
variants, according to the compa-

ny. Novavax will be produced in
India by the Serum Institute of
India, which also makes Oxford-
AstraZeneca's Covishield.

"Novavax (of Serum Institute) is
very exciting. In the past week, it
has created a rage because India is
going to manufacture almost a bil-

lion doses a year. It is going to be
simple and cheaper with 90 per cent
vaccine effectiveness," Dr Arora
said.

"These vaccines (Corbevax and
Novovax) are exciting because we
have previous experience on a
similar platform. They are safe
across the age groups and have very
high effectiveness," he said.

Bio E's product in particular may
hold huge potential since it may be
sold at an incredibly low ? 250 for
two doses.

"Bio E will be out likely in
October with an efficacy matching
Novavax's. In other words, 90 per
cent. They are moving to stage 3 tri-
als soon," said Dr Arora,

CBSE announces
class 12 scoring plan,
results by July 31
PNS n NEW DELHI

Class 12 results will be announced
by July 31 and will factor in stu-
dents' performance over three
years or from Class 10, the Central
Board of Secondary Education
(CBSE) told the Supreme Court
today, announcing its assessment
plan after exams were cancelled
because of the Covid crisis.

The total marks should be based
on the past performance of the
school in Class 12 board exams, it
said. "The historical performance
of the school, in terms of the best
overall performance in the previ-
ous three years' Board examination,
will be taken as the reference for
moderating the marks assessed by
the school for 2020-21," the Board
has said. A "moderation commit-
tee" will be set up to check schools
that award liberal marks to students
to boost their performance, 

Eyes of 3 children
infected with black
fungus removed
PNS n MUMBAI

Three children infected with
Black Fungus had to go through
surgery to remove an eye each in
Mumbai. Mucormycosis or Black
Fungus cases in children are a
worrying sign, say doctors. The
infection targets COVID-19
patients with comorbidities like
diabetes and is dangerous, even
after one recovers from Covid.

The three children, 4, 6 and 14
years old, were operated upon at
two hospitals in Mumbai. The
first two children are not diabet-
ic, but the 14-year-old child is. A
fourth child, a 16-year-old,
became diabetic after recovering
from Covid and a part of her
stomach was found infected with
Black Fungus, doctors have said.

"We saw two girls infected with
Black Fungus in the second wave
(of Covid). Both were diabetic. 

I'm an elected
person, a few
people cannot
remove me: Azhar
PNS n HYDERABAD

Former India skipper Mohammad
Azharuddin, who was removed
from the post of HCA President, has
said he is being targeted for doing
good things for the association.
HCA Apex Council issued a show-
cause notice to Azharuddin. HCA
said Azharuddin is a mentor of
Cricket Club in Dubai, by name
Northern Warriors, which is
unrecognised by the BCCI.
"Therefore, you being a mentor of an
unrecognized Cricket Tournament
comes under the ambit of conflict of
interest as envisaged under Rule
38(1)(iii) of the Memorandum of
Association and Rules and
Regulations-2018 of the HCA," read
the statement. 

Must solve leadership
issue: Jairam Ramesh
PNS n NEW DELHI

Congress's Jairam Ramesh --- not
one of the G-23 leaders clamouring
for a change in leadership -- admit-
ted today that the party needs to put
its "house in order" before the next
general elections roll around. This,
he indicated, was also essential in
order to come to an understanding
with like-minded opposition parties
for forming a common front against
the BJP -- an effort that failed the
last time.

"''If you are asking me .. if you are
telling me ... that we need to resolve
the leadership issue one way or the

other ... I agree - these are issues that
we should not keep hanging for too
long.  We lost badly in 2014. We lost
very very badly in 2019 and we have
to get our house in order.  House in
order means getting the organisation
in order, getting the leadership in
order, getting our messaging in
order.  All this has to move," Mr
Ramesh told NDTV in an exclusive
interview today. At the same time,
the former Union minister, known
to be close to the Gandhi family,
added, "No one leader has a magic
wand... this is a team effort".

n Huge gap between the govt rate and the open
market rate denting registration revenue for State

n Present scenario favours those with black money
for speculative investments, thereby creating
artificial boom in land prices

Sources said even though
we are inoculating 
super spreaders and self-
help groups now,
majority of them are
under 18-44 of age

Govt extends validity
of motor vehicle

documents to Sept 30

T
he government on Thursday

extended the validity of
motor vehicle documents

like driving licence (DL), registration
certificate (RC) and permits till

September 30, 2021, in view of the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The

Ministry of Road Transport and
Highways (MoRTH) said it has advised

the enforcement authorities that the
validity of fitness, permit (all types),

licence, registration or any other
concerned document(s) may be

treated to be valid till September 30,
2021. "This covers all documents

whose validity has expired since Feb 1,
2020, or would expire by September

30, 2021,” it said.

Sonia taken Covid
vaccine: Congress

S
onia Gandhi has taken both doses

of the Covishield vaccine, the
Congress said on Thursday

following questions from the BJP and
asked the government to follow the ‘raj

dharma' of vaccinating all Indians
instead of creating non-issues.  The

Congress president's daughter Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra has taken her first dose
of the vaccine and her son and Rahul

Gandhi will take his shot post Covid
recovery as advised by doctors, party

chief spokesperson Randeep Surjewala
said while hitting out at the BJP for

raising doubts on whether the Gandhis
had got their jabs.  Several BJP leaders

have raised questions over the Gandhis'
vaccinations and accused them and the

party of creating "vaccine hesitancy" in
the country.

Govt makes PUC
certificate for all
vehicles uniform

T
he Ministry of Road Transport and

Highways has issued a notific-
ation to make the PUC (Pollution

Under Control) certificate for all
vehicles uniform across the country

and also to link the PUC database with
the National Register. After the

changes in the Central Motor Vehicles
Rules 1989, the QR code shall be

printed on the PUC form and will have
details of the vehicle, owner and the
status of the emission. The Ministry

issued a notification dated 14th June,
2021, for a common format of the

PUC Certificate to be issued across the
country,” an official statement said.

Twitter India MD was
questioned on May 31

in ‘toolkit' case

T
witter India MD Manish

Maheshwari was
questioned by the

Delhi Police last month in connection
with its probe into the 'COVID toolkit'

case, officials said Thursday. They did
not divulge further details, but said he

was also questioned about the
company's policy behind flagging

tweets by users as "manipulated
media". This came after Twitter labelled
as "manipulated media" a tweet by BJP

spokesperson Sambit Patra on a
‘Covid toolkit', attributed to the

Congress, on how to target the Modi
government over its handling of

Covids crisis.  A senior police officer
said a Delhi Police's Special Cell team

was sent to Bengaluru on May 31
where Maheshwari was questioned.
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o Urges reappraisal of package to

make it work for MSMEs

o Seeks substantial financial

grant for MSMEs

o PLI scheme helping only large

manufacturers

2

CM to decide date of

commencement of survey

Survey to be completed in a

month's time
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` 75, 100(1kg)

` 11100

EGG 

RATES

GOLD

HYDERABAD        490

VIJAYAWADA         524

VISAKHAPATNAM 557

RREETTAAIILL PPRRIICCEE `̀44..9900

SILVER

HYDERABAD

BULLION RATES

`̀//110000 

CHICKEN 

RATES

Dressed/With Skin `183

Without Skin `208

Broiler at Farm `126

`̀//KKGG

(IN HYDERABAD)

` 48, 930(10 gm)

`̀ 554400

PNS n MEDCHAL MALKAJGIRI

Hyderabad Mayor Gadwal
Vijayalakshmi on Thursday
visited Ganesh Nagar colony in
131st division of Qutubullapur
Assembly constituency and
asked the Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation offi-
cials to take steps to prevent
overflowing of drains by desilt-
ing them and also widening
them. So that water would flow
smoothly in the drains. 

Stating that Chief Minister
K Chandrashekhar Rao and
Municipal Administration

Minister KT Rama Rao paid
special attention to prevent any
inconvenience to people dur-
ing monsoon season, the
Mayor said adding that the
GHMC has been implement-
ing the remedial measures in
areas of possible inundation on
a war-footing. The state gov-
ernment has released crores of
rupees for development of
drains to prevent recurrence of
last year's unsavoury incident.
MLA Vivekananda spoke.
GHMC zonal commissioner
Mamata, divisional commis-
sioner Manga Tayaru, former

corporators KM Gowrish,
Boddu Venkateswar Rao, exec-
utive engineer Krishna
Chaitanya, divisional engineer
Papamma, assistant engineer
Malla Reddy and others took
part. 

Meanwhile, deputy Mayor
Mothe Srilatha Reddy on
Thursday inspected the newly
laid BT road in Tarnaka.  TTUC
president Shobhan Reddy along
with officials, inspected the
new BT road works at Street No.
14. The deputy Mayor warned
the officials to ensure quality in
works.

‘Prevent overflowing of drains’

HC: What's the problem with inquiry
into identifying Devarayamjal lands?
ML MELLY MAITREYI 

n HYDERABAD

The committee of IAS officers
appointed by the state govern-
ment has freedom to conduct its
inquiry into the alleged
encroachment of Devarayamjal
temple lands, observed the High
Court here on Thursday.

The court which took up the
hearing on the petition seeking
the cancellation of GO 1014
refused to give a stay on the GO.
"What is the problem if an
inquiry was ordered for identi-
fying the temple lands. Should
the government and temple

lands not be identified," the
Court questioned the petition-
er Sadakeshava Reddy.

It is the responsibility of the
committee to conduct an
inquiry and give its report.
When the petitioner mentioned
that the committee was entering
into the lands without serving
any notice to the land owners,
the Court ordered the commit-
tee to give notices to petitioners
for entering the lands and if they
have to take action against the
petitioners.

The Court also ordered the
petitioners to give documents,
information sought by the

Committee. If the petitioners did
not cooperate, the Committee
could take action as per the law.

The High Court issued
notices to the state government
to file its counter on the
Devarayamjal lands issue. The

state government appointed a
committee of officers headed by
Panchayat Raj and Rural
Development Commissioner M
Raghunandan Rao to probe
into the alleged encroachment
of endowment lands belonging

to Sri Seetha Rama Swamy tem-
ple at Devaryamjal village in
Shamirpet mandal of Medchal
Malkajgiri district.

It has been alleged that former
Minister and MLA Eatala
Rajender and other individuals
have occupied a large portion of
over 1,500 acres belonging to the
temple which the petitioners
denied. The petitioners in the
last hearing on May 8 main-
tained that a proceeding issued
earlier by Endowments
Department declaring that they
had encroached upon the tem-
ple land was already set aside by
the High Court.

The Court also ordered the petitioners to
give documents, information sought by the
Committee. If the petitioners did not
cooperate, the Committee could take
action as per the law

Doctors save
Covid positive
toddler with
ECMO in Hyd
PNS n HYDERABAD

Doctors at KIMS hospitals in
Hyderabad saved life of a
nine-month-old infected by
Covid-19 through successful
ECMO.

The paediatric intensive
care (PICU) team headed by
Nanda Kishore, at KIMS
Hospitals, Secunderabad and
the PICU team of KIMS
Cuddles, Kondapur headed
by Parag Shankarao Dekate
carried out the successful
Extracorporeal Membrane
Oxygenation (ECMO)

More number of younger
patients including children
were severely affected during
the second wave of Covid that
caused havoc across India
with increased mortality and
morbidity. According to doc-
tors, Shreeyash from
Adilabad was brought to
KIMS Cuddles with fever,
cough and breathing difficul-
ty which progressed needing
ICU admission and ventila-
tor support. His condition
continued to deteriorate and
was put on highest ventilator
support and inhaled nitric
oxide. In addition, child
developed air leak from lungs
which made ventilator treat-
ment more difficult.

At this point ECMO sup-
port was initiated there and
shifted to KIMS Hospitals for
further continuation. 

1 L healthcare workers
provided oatmeal
PNS n HYDERABAD

Saluting the undying spirit,
care and courage of the
healthcare community,
Quaker Oats has partnered
with Smile Foundation to
launch #SalutingOurHeroes,
an initiative to provide over 1
lakh oatmeals to the health-
care heroes in India. As part
of this initiative, Quaker will
reach out to over 45 govern-
ment and private hospitals
and medical institutions. The
initiative is being rolled out
across over 7 states including
Telangana, Kerala, Karnataka,
Delhi-NCR, Maharashtra,
Chhattisgarh and West
Bengal. 

From doctors to nurses and

medical professionals, each
member of the healthcare
community has put their lives
at risk to keep numerous fam-
ilies safe. Through this special
#SalutingOurHeroes initia-
tive, Quaker, has extended its
heartfelt gratitude to the
healthcare community by pro-
viding them with bowls of
hope and energy. 

Talking about the initiative
Santanu Mishra, Co-Founder
& Executive Trustee of Smile
Foundation, said "It has been
over a year now that our
frontline health professionals
have been working tirelessly to
defeat the virus and save lives
in the pandemic, and yet their
determination is stronger than
ever.” 

Continued from page 1

The Congress has been floun-
dering without a leader since the
2019 general elections when
Rahul Gandhi stepped down
from the party's top post. Despite
promises to sort out the leader-
ship issue following the explosive
letter by 23 prominent leaders of
the party, Sonia Gandhi remains
as the interim chief.

Must solve
leadership
issue: Jairam
Ramesh

YSRCP era set to begin in Legislative Council
SNCN ACHARYULU

n HYDERABAD

The YSR Congress Party era
will begin in the Andhra
Pradesh Legislative Council
from Friday, when eight MLCs
complete  their term and
retire. 

Among these eight, seven
are from the Telugu Desam
Party and one from YSRCP.
These retirements will hand
majority in the Council to the
YSRCP as the TDP strength
will be reduced. 

Not only a majority, the
YSRCP will also bag the
Council Chairman and Deputy
Chairman posts, which were
held by TDP MLCs. 

The retirement of eight
Members will reduce the TDP
strength in the Council to 15
and the YSRCP strength to 19. 

The AP Legislative Council
has a strength of 58 Members
strength — 50 elected and
eight nominated. From the
local bodies, 20 MLCs are
elected. Three seats in the local
bodies quota are vacant at pre-
sent and of the remaining 17
seats, 15 Members are from
TDP and one each from
YSRCP and BJP. 

The retirement of eight
Members on Friday will leave
the TDP with just eight
Members in the Council.

The elections necessitated by
the retirements will see almost
all seats going to the YSRCP,
going by its strength in the
local bodies.

From the Assembly quota,
20 MLCs will be elected. At
present YSR Congress has 11
and TDP six Members while
three seats are vacant. If elec-

tions were to be conducted, all
these three seats would be
won by the YSRCP, as per its
strength in the Assembly. 

Of the eight nominated
Members, seven are from the
YSRCP and one from the TDP.
From the Graduates con-

stituency YSRCP has one
Member.  After Friday, the
YSRCP will have 19 Members
(11 from Assembly quota,
seven nominated members and
one Graduates constituency)
and TDP will have 14 (8 from
local bodies quota and six
nominated members) while
BJP will have two Members. If
elections would be conducted
for the vacant seats, the
strength of YSRCP in the
Council will increase to 30 and
the TDP's will remain at 14. 

Meanwhile, well-placed
sources said that Chief Minister
YS Jaganmohan Reddy has
finalised the name of YSRCP
MLC Moshe Raju as the Council
Chairman and Janga Krishna
Murthy as Deputy Chairman.
Elections will be held for these
two posts whenever the Council
meets.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s advice not to press for the dissolution
of the Legislative Council has proved to be beneficial to YSRCP
president and Chief Minister YS Jaganmohan Reddy. 
It may be recalled that the AP Legislative Assembly had passed a
resolution seeking abolition of the Legislative Council and sent it to
Central government for further action. This was after the TDP-
dominated Council sent the three-capitals Bill, passed overwhelmingly
by the Assembly, to a Select Committee. An angry Chief Minister then
decided to abolish the Council, like former chief minister NT Rama
Rao had done in the past. When Jagan requested Modi to take further
action in Parliament over abolition of the Council, the Prime Minister
advised him to wait for some time and not to press with his demand.
Modi told Jagan if he waited patiently for about a year, the YSRCP
would get a majority in the Council and it would be politically
beneficial for the ruling party.  Modi’s words have proved true, and
now Jagan will not only get control of the Council, but will also have
more posts with which he could reward his party’s leaders.

JAGAN TO BENEFIT FROM MODI’S ADVICE 

Upward revision of land values soon
Continued from page 1

Official sources pointed out
that in the last eight years, since
the last revision of land prices,
the market dynamics had
changed and the land rates had
increased significantly across
the State. The increase was
quite steep in Hyderabad,
Ranga Reddy and in the areas
under the jurisdiction of the
Hyderabad Metropolitan
Development Authority with
regard to agricultural and non-
agricultural lands.

The State government has
been sounded several times
about the need to revise and
rationalise land prices for gen-
erating additional revenues

through stamp duty and regis-
tration fee for the government
and for enabling people to
buy lands with white money.

So long as there is a huge gap
between the government-fixed
land rate and open market rate,
only those with black money
/unaccounted money will
invest in land and completely
dominate the transactions for
speculative purposes, thereby
creating an artificial boom.
While large chunks of land will
be controlled by those with
black money, lakhs of people
genuinely interested in buying
land for residential and other
purposes will be left behind. 

It will be difficult to raise
bank loans for these sections of

people to mobilise required
money when there is a huge gap
between the government-fixed
market value and the open
market value, sources said.

Giving an instance of the
impact of huge variation in the
land prices, sources said in
Adibhatlanagar, the govern-
ment rate is Rs.1,000 per
sq.yard, while the open market
price is Rs.30,000 a sq.yard. In
Batasingaram, near
Hayathnagar, the government
price is Rs.800 a sq.yard, while
the open market is up to
Rs.20,000 a sq yard and in
Jubilee Hills, the value quoted
for registration purpose is
Rs.35,000 a sq.yard, while the
prevailing open market is close

to Rs.2 lakh a sq.yard.
Sources suggested that the

rates of non-agricultural land
rates be revised upward by at
least 50 per cent, particularly in
Greater Hyderabad and sur-
rounding municipal corpora-
tions and by 30 per cent in semi-
urban areas. The agricultural
land values may see an upward
revision of 20 to 25 per cent.

The committees assessing
the land value will take into
account the prevailing open
market value and ensure that
the gap is not much between
the government rate and the
open market rate. The report
will be submitted to Chief
Minister K.Chandrasekhar Rao
for a final decision. 

I'm an elected person, few
people cannot remove me...
Continued from page 1

The showcause notice from
HCA also alleged that
Azharuddin had "brazenly
changed the official password"
of the HCA e-mail so that no
other office bearer could have
access to the e-mails received
from the BCCI and reply to the
same.

Meanwhile, Azharuddin
said four or five people can
remove him from the post of
HCA President since he an
elected person. "I want to tell
you something, I am an elect-
ed person. Four-five people
cannot remove me as a presi-
dent as I'm elected by the
general body. This is all bogus
news. This is all illegal things,"
Azharuddin told ANI.

Reacting to charges of mis-
conduct, Azharuddin said:
"When they are already
charged and under the scanner,
how could they charge me?
They are going to court every
day not me. I didn't do any
misconduct, they are doing
misconduct. As they say,
empty vessels make more noise

that's the case with them, the
vessels have become empty. I
am being targeted for doing
good things for the association.
I don't want to do any illegal
things and I just want to do
what's good for the game of
cricket."

The former Indian skipper
also said he was going to start
a T20 tournament to nurture
future stars.

"I am going to start the T20
tournament for all 200 plus
clubs, and from those who will
play the tournament, they
might play for India in the
future. Those people are only
interested in clubs and not in
cricket," he said.

Azharuddin also called for
an inquiry from Enforcement
Directorate and CBI to find out
the alleged corrupt practices
being held in HCA.

"ED, CBI should do an
inquiry to find out the corrup-
tion in the association. They
are trying blackmailing activ-
ity but it will not work on me,"
he said.

The former batsman also
termed his suspension from

the post of HCA president as
a "false narrative".

"I call this a false narrative
because it is indeed false and
slanderous. I did not stoop
down to such low levels
because I always strived to
maintain the dignity of the
office," Azharuddin said in a
press conference.

"So that you are aware, the
APEX Council of HCA has 9
members on it. Apart from
myself, K. John, Manoj, R.
Vijayanand, Naresh Sharma,
Surender Agarwal, Smt.
Anuradha are elected mem-
bers while Parth Satwalkar,
Smt. Subhadra Suri represents
the men's players council and
women's players council
respectively and Santosh
Daware represents the CAG.

"If 5 members -- John
Manoj, Vijayanand, Naresh
Sharma, Surender Agarwal
and Smt. Anuradha gang up
and call themselves 'APEX
Council', by what sense of
interpretation is it justified? I
call it belligerent posturing
with scant regard for the rule
of law," he added. 

‘Atmanirbhar’ failed to help...
Continued from page 1

More than 80 per cent of the
MSME units suffered a negative
impact of the strict lockdown
last year, with more than 25 per
cent of the units losing substan-
tial revenues.

A sincere reappraisal of the
Rs.20 lakh crore Aatmanirbhar
relief package would make it
work more realistically and
humanely for the most affected
constituents, of which MSMEs
need help on priority, he sug-
gested. The most-touted and
directly targeted scheme for
the MSME sector in the pack-
age was the Guaranteed
Emergency Credit Line scheme,
for which Rs. 3 lakh crore was
allocated.  In Telangana at least,
the MSME units themselves did
not find anything specifically
attractive in the scheme. "It took
us a prolonged outreach cam-
paign to make them avail of the
benefit. On hindsight, it appears

that the scheme has been
designed with the sole principle
of making its administration
simple. Every MSME has
unique challenges, and a "one
size fits all" kind of scheme is
hardly the answer to their
requirements. What will really
work is a solid financial grant
that takes care of all the losses
the MSMEs have suffered due
to the pandemic," KTR
explained in his letter. The actu-
al challenges that the manufac-
turing MSMEs continue to face
on ground even today include
supply chain disruptions, severe
shortage of labour, and in some
cases, a complete change in
their customers' preferences.

There are two other schemes
targeting MSMEs in the
Aatmanirbhar relief package:
one for the stressed MSMEs and
the other for innovative
MSMEs. But they remained
non-starters not just in
Telangana, but, as the data

revealed, in the entire country.
The Subordinate Debt Scheme

for stressed MSMEs offers very
meagre loan amount, and has an
impractical requirement of estab-
lishing commercial viability of the
unit before sanctioning the loan,
which seems very impractical
during a time of uncertainty
where no one could ever be sure
of viability based on risk assess-
ment. The guidelines of the
Corpus Fund scheme meant for
innovative MSMEs have not
been released so far, he said.

The PLI scheme offered in
the Atmanirbhar package in its
present form could only bene-
fit large manufacturing compa-
nies. A simple tweak in the
scheme guidelines that can ben-
efit the MSMEs enormously
could be to mandate the large
manufacturing companies to set
up a supply chain of domestic
MSMEs, and share the PLI
benefits with each of them pro-
portionately, he suggested.

Hyd made BE...
Continued from page 1

Also Chairperson of the
National Technical Advisory
Group on Immunization
(NTAGI), which guides the
government on matters relat-
ed to vaccination. 

"The Indian mRNA vac-
cine is in phase 2. We will
have it by September. It is
more compatible with the
Indian setting in storage,
transport and shelf life." Dr
Arora said he believed there
is a strong chance that the
world will ultimately depend
on India for affordable and
effective vaccines against
COVID-19. Heaping praise
on the Indian pharmaceuti-
cal industry, naming those
such as Pune-based Serum
Institute and Ahmedabad-
based Cadilla Pharma, he
expressed excitement about
some of their products which
could potentially change the
dynamics of the battle against
the pandemic.

TS Cops issues...
Continued from page 1

In response, the Minister had
tweeted that he had request-
ed the Telangana DGP and
the Hyderabad City Police
Commissioner to take stern
action as per law against
those responsible, based on
her complaint. Following this,
the Hyderabad City Police
had filed an FIR in the case.
She was hopeful that this
would be 'investigated thor-
oughly' for the sake of safety
of women.

Meera Chopra, a relative
of India's Hollywood actress
Priyanka Chopra, had filed
a complaint against the fans
of Tollywood hero Jr NTR
for abusing and trolling her
on social media. The trouble
for the 'Vaana' fame actress
started following her Q&A
session on Tuesday with her
fans on Twitter. To a ques-
tion from a netizen about Jr
NTR, the actress replied
that she was not a fan of
Tarak and that she liked
Mahesh Babu. Enraged at
her response, fans of Jr NTR
reportedly targeted her on
social media, trolling her to
the hilt.  This prompted the
actress to approach the
Hyderabad Police with an
online complaint.

Eyes of 3 children...
Continued from page 1

After she came to us (the 14
years old), one of her eyes
turned black within 48 hours.
The fungus was spreading to
the nose too. Luckily, it did not
reach the brain. We treated her
for six weeks; unfortunately,
she lost her eye," said Dr Jesal
Sheth, Senior Consultant
Paediatrician at Fortis Hospital.

"The 16-year-old child was
healthy a month ago. She had

recovered from Covid. She was
not diabetic. But she came to
us with diabetes suddenly.
Her intestines started bleeding.
We did an angiography and
found that Black Fungus had
infected blood vessels near her
stomach," Dr Sheth said.

The younger children, who
were not diabetic, were admit-
ted to Mumbai's KBH
Bachooali Ophthalmic and
ENT Hospital. Both had
Covid.

CBSE announces class 12 scoring plan, results by July 31
Continued from page 1

Attorney General KK Venugopal,
appearing for the CBSE, told the
court.

"The CBSE Class 12 result
committee will comprise two of
the senior-most teachers in the
school. If necessary, a third expert
will be appointed. This will be the
"moderation committee",

Venugopal said. About 40 per
cent of the marks will be based
on Class 12 pre-board exams, 30
per cent on the Class 11 final
exam and 30 per cent marks will
be based on best-of-three Class
10 marks, the CBSE told the
bench of Justices AM Khanwilkar
and Dinesh Maheshwari.

Practicals will be for 100 marks
and the students will be assessed

based on marks submitted by the
schools, a 12-member commit-
tee constituted by CBSE told the
court.

"If a student is unable to meet
the qualifying criteria - now
spread across three years of study
- they will be placed in the
'essential repeat' or 'compart-
ment' category. Students who are
not satisfied can appear again

when the CBSE conducts Class
12 board exams," Venugopal told
the court. The Supreme Court
has in principle agreed with the
central education board's plan.

The Council for the Indian
School Certificate Examination
(CISCE), meanwhile, said that
unlike the CBSE it would consid-
er the performance of students for
the last six classes.

Panel selects 20 agencies...
Continued from page 1

while other agencies will be
given a village each. 

The date of commencement
of the survey would be decid-
ed by the Chief Minister. The
survey, commencing after the
lockdown is lifted, will be
completed in a month's time.

Based on the outcome of the
pilot project, some of these
agencies will be considered
also for the full-fledged digital
survey across the State. The
agencies will provide coordi-
nates in each village, measure

the land parcels digitally, and
give geographical coordinates
for each land holding based on
the records uploaded in the
Dharani.

If there is any variance
between the details in the pat-
tadar passbook related to
extent, survey numbers etc.,
they will record them and
submit the findings to the
government. It is for the
department to consider these
variations and if such varia-
tions exist in large extent, they
have to take a call later.

The advantage of the digital

survey with geo tagging is
that the measurements are
made without any human
error and the work can be
completed faster and the farm-
ers will be provided these dig-
ital maps of their land holdings
with geographical coordinates
and the same will be uploaded
via the system for greater secu-
rity and those measurements
cannot be altered on the field.
Even if one encroached, they
could always be pushed back
based on final records linked
to the digital coordinates, offi-
cials said.
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Nearly 450 rare diseases
recorded in India affect over 70
million people. As per the
World Health Organization
(WHO) rare diseases are those
with a prevalence of 1 in 1000
people or less. Among those,
Spinal Muscular Atrophy
(SMA) Type 1 - a rare disease
found in toddlers and younger
children has been prevalent in
recent years. The disease caus-
es children to lose motor func-
tion and largely affects muscle
control and movement. Every
1 child in 10,000 children is
diagnosed with the SMA onset.

According to global statis-
tics, it takes seven years to diag-
nose any rare disease on aver-
age. SMA Type 1 cases can be
diagnosed right at birth. But
the struggle to afford this won-
der drug is a challenge for fam-
ilies dealing with a condition
like this. The curative drug for
SMA - Zolgensma costs
approximately Rs 16 crores.

But, despite the exorbitant
price of the drug, crowdfund-
ing has made it possible for
these children to get their life-
saving drug.

Ayant Gupta, a three-year-
old Hyderabad girl, who was
suffering from SMA Type 1
needed crores of rupees for her
treatment. The amount
required was beyond the
means of the parents and rel-
atives of Ayant. To get the
money required to save Ayant's
life her parents took the
'crowdfunding' route.
Impactguru.com, a crowd-
funding organisation was given
the task of raising the required
fund. They managed to raise Rs

14.84 crore. Ayant's life was
saved. 

"So far the organisation has
contributed to the fundraising
of Rs. 1,500 crore. During
Covid second wave, we
received more than two thou-
sand requests from Hyderabad
itself. We worked with 150 hos-
pitals," said CEO of
Impactguru.com, Piyush.

With the growing trend of
children and teenagers being
affected by chronic and life-
threatening diseases, parents

and relatives of patients are
increasingly taking the crowd-
funding route. Online medical
crowdfunding, is an alternative
method for individuals and
organisations to generate funds
required for costly medical
treatments like open-heart
surgeries, NICU care, bone
marrow transplant, cancer
treatments and for some other
diseases.

Impact guru, milaap.org,
fundly, gofundme, giveforward
are some of the active crowd-
funding online sites.

"We have conducted 12,000
campaigns for various treat-
ments in Hyderabad. Rs 105
crore was provided to the vic-
tims. The highest amount ever
raised was Rs 14.3 crore for
gene replacement therapy for
a girl named Vedika Shinda
from Pune. It (the funding
drive) was attended by 1.34
lakh donors. We have con-
tracts with 25 leading hospi-
tals like Rainbow, Global,
Kims etc. To ask for help
through us you need to visit
the Milaap.org website or mail
to facebook@milaap.org," said
Anoj Viswanathan, president,
Milap, one of the best

fundraising organisations that
sources money from the
'crowd', people like you and
me, who after verifying the
authentic details, including
the medical history and doc-
tors' and experts' opinions
uploaded on the webpage ded-
icated to the patient in ques-
tion become convinced about
the ingenuity of the case and
decide to part with our hard
earned money for the cause of
humanity. 

Generally, crowdfunding is
the practice of funding a pro-
ject or venture by raising
many small amounts of money
from a large number of peo-
ple, typically via the internet.
And online medical crowd-
funding is fast becoming a
preferred mode of raising
funds for patients, especially
kids, suffering from life-
threatening diseases, more so
in cases where the amount
required for treatment is far
beyond the means of the
patient party.  This process of
raising funds has indeed
become a boon in a country
like India where a vast major-
ity of the population has no
health insurance cover.    

A solution to combat rare diseases
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T-Hub, which leads India's
pioneering innovation ecosys-
tem, on Thursday announced
the launch of its redesigned
funding programme T-Angel
to cater to the funding needs
of the startups amid the
Covid-19 pandemic.

T-Angel will be supported
by angel investors who will
collectively invest up to Rs 50
lakh in each of the qualified
startups. T-Angel is a 45-days
acceleration programme for
which 15-20 tech startups
with the leading-edge solu-
tions in the various sectors will
be shortlisted.

The programme for the sec-
ond batch of chosen startups
will commence in July 2021.

Startups will be shortlisted
from applications received

after an extensive screening
process by a committee of
investors and mentors.

The programme will focus
on understanding and resolv-
ing two key constraints or
pain points of a startup's
business operations that are
hindering their chances of
raising capital. Startups across
India can apply to be a part
of the programme.

"T-Hub believes that there
are plenty of technology star-
tups that are investment-
ready provided they learn
the fundamentals from an
investor perspective. With
startups from the previous
batch raising funds, the pro-
gramme has bridged a good
percentage of gap between
the investors and the star-
tups," said Ravi Narayan,
CEO of T-Hub.

T-Hub’s T-Angel to cater 
to startups’ funding needs
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Labour and Woman and Child
Development Minister Ch.
Malla Reddy's younger broth-
er was booked by the
Hyderabad police on
Wednesday night for organis-
ing card games and a liquor
party at a private property in
Bowenpally in violation of
Covid safety guidelines. Any
sort of gambling, card games
are banned in Telangana.

Acting on a tip-off, the
Commissioner's Task Force
(north zone) team raided the
premises located near Malla
Reddy Gardens around 2.15
pm and were shocked to see
the Minister's brother
Chamakuru Narasimha Reddy. 

Later, they found that
ChamakuruNarasimha Reddy
was the organiser of the
'makeshift gambling club'
which was running for months
now.

The police team found cards,
a huge quantity of liquor,
cooked mutton and other
material provided to the 'play-
ers' by the organiser. They
seized ? 1.40 lakh in cash
from13 persons

"We were shocked to see the
ambiance there. It is like a
makeshift gaming club with
food and liquor for the play-
ers," an officer said.

Narasimha Reddy also
dropped the Minister's name

and asked the policemen to
leave the premises as they
were 'just relaxing' during lock-
down. However, the officers
cordoned off the premises,
seized the available material
and handed over them to the
Bowenpally police, who regis-
tered cases under relevant sec-
tions of Indian Penal Code,
Disaster Management Act and
Telangana State Gaming Act,
and served notices to the
accused.

Lakes filled with garbage are a very familiar story in Hyderabad. Blame it on the huge
amounts of toxic wastege that is released into them and also citizens throwing

garbage into them. Same is the story relating to ‘Fox Sagar lake' which is at a little
distance from Medchal Road. This lake was built in 1897 by Mahbub Ali Khan. It is

said to be named after Colonel RE Fox and its name got settled after 'Fox' was
engraved on its pump house. When it was built, Fox Sagar was the biggest water

body in Secunderabad with an area of 290 acres. But sadly, today, it is only just one-
third its original size, thanks to encroachments.
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The paddy procurement exer-
cise of last Yasangi crop season
is expected to be completed in
the next three or four days with
a record 90 lakh metric tonnes
of paddy worth about Rs
17,000 crore already purchased
so far.

"The procurement is in the
final stage and another 50,000
to one lakh metric tonne of
paddy is expected to arrive at
the centres in the coming few
days. So far, 90 lakh metric
tonnes have been procured
through 6,967 procurement
centres from 14.21 lakh farm-
ers," Telangana State Civil
Supplies Corporation Limited
Chairman M Srinivas Reddy
told mediapersons here on
Thursday.

Of the 32 districts, 100 per
cent procurement had been
completed in 21 districts with
paddy worth Rs 16,878 crore
procured. Of these, Rs.13,753
crore has been already deposit-
ed into farmers' accounts. On
Thursday alone, Rs 2,000 crore
was released, he said.

Initially, as per Agriculture
department estimates, the pro-
curement by the Corporation

this season was supposed to be
between 70,000 lakh metric
tonne and 80,000 lakh metric
tonnes. "But it has already
crossed 90 lakh metric tonnes,"
he said.

Compared to 2019 Yasangi
season, paddy procurement
increased by 63 per cent to 114
per cent in districts like
Suryapet, Mahabubnagar,
Sangareddy, Narayanpet,
Vikarabad and Gadwal, this
season, he informed.

Significantly, despite Covid-
19 pandemic and other isses,
in the 2020 season, three crore
metric tonne of paddy was cul-
tivated even in parched lands
in the State, he said, pointing
out that what could not be
achieved in the last 70 years
had been achieved in the last

seven years.
In 2014-15, the extent of

paddy cultivation in both
Yasangi and Vanakalam season
was about 35 lakh acres, while
in 2020-21, it had shot up to
1.06 crore acres. Similarly, last
year (2019-20) in both the sea-
sons, the total procurement by
the corporation was 1.11 crore
metric tonnes and this record
would be overtaken with 1.40
crore metric tonnes procured
so far, Srinivas Reddy said.

When asked about the Food
Corporation of India's condi-
tions on paddy quality, the CSC
chairman said Chief Minister
K Chandrashekhar Rao had
already spoken to FCI officials.
They have agreed to procure 80
per cent boiled rice and 20 per
cent raw rice, he said.

100 per cent paddy procurement
completed in 21 districts in state 

CROWDFUNDING

SAD STATE
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Accepting Green India Chal-
lenge, Rachakonda Commiss-
ioner of Police Mahesh Bhagwat
planted saplings at Neradmet
Commissionerate headquarters
on his birthday on Thursday. 

The Police Commissioner
after planting a sapling also
pledged to take up plantation of
20,000 trees at Commissioner-
ate lands of Madipally and
Yadadri in the span of two
months. 

Minister’s brother held for gambling
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City Police Commissioner
Anjani Kumar transferred six
Inspectors working in the city
and gave them new postings.

The Inspectors with their
new postings are P Sreedhar
(SHO Bolaram), K Narendra
Prasad Varma (Chandrayan-
gutta), Mohd Amjad Ali (Bh-
avaninagar), AC Balagangi
Reddy (Special Branch), N
Venkateshwarlu (Special Bra-
nch) and P Ramesh Reddy
(to report to CP's Office).

Rudra Bhaskar, Station
House Officer (SHO)
Chandrayangutta, who was
promoted as Assistant
Commissioner of Police
recently, was asked to report
to the Commissioner of
Police's Office.

Hyderabad 
CP transfers 
6 inspectors 

CP takes part in ‘GIC’ 
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Dr Rakesh Sharma, a health-
care professional from
Hyderabad, has been appoint-
ed as Member, National Board
of Examinations by Gove-
rnment of India. Accordingly
government of India has
issued a notification on 16th
June in which it has created a
new board of National Board
of Examinations.  

Dr Rakesh Sharma, a
health care professional from
Hyderabad, who had worked
with several health care estab-
lishments in the city. Later he
was appointed as OSD to
President, NBE in the year
2017. Since then Dr Rakesh
Sharma was instrumental in
several initiatives undertak-
en by the Board. 

Rakesh Sharma
from city named 
as NBE member
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Medchal Malkajgiri District
Collector Sweta Mohanty on
Thursday inspected the con-
struction works of integrated
Collectorate complex, under-
way at Antayipalli, and asked
engineers to complete the
remaining works as early as
early as possible. 

Expressing concern over
delay in the execution of works
due to the coronavirus pan-
demic, Sweta Mohanty asked
R&B Department Executive
Engineer Srinivasa Murthy to
complete the construction work
at any cost by July end, she said. 

She asked the officials con-
cerned and contractors to

appoint more workers to com-
plete the building before the
deadline.

As all state government
departments are going to be
housed in the integrated
Collectorate complex, she said
the officials to provide all
amenities needed to the gov-
ernment employees and pub-
lic, visiting the office to get
various works done. 

The Collector asked district
forest officer Venkateswarlu
to plant more number of trees
in the complex. 

Additional Collectors
Narsimha Reddy and Samson,
local Tahsildar and others
accompanied the district
Collector

Complete Collectorate
works by July: Sweta
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In a testament to Hyderabad's
growing stature as a metro-
politan city, citizens are no
longer opting for central loca-
tions and are willing to move
to the peripheral areas for
right price.

Peripheral areas overtake
city centres on new housing
with nearly 45 per cent of new
launches in these areas. 

As many as 30,340 units
were launched in 2021 in city,
of which at least 45 per cent
were in peripheral areas such
as Medchal, Miyapur, Nizam-
pet, Shamshabad, Kokapet,
Patancheru and Tellapur. In
2019, the peripheral supply
share was 35 per cent of total
18,460 units launched then.

Citizens cite ‘value for
money’ as one of the major rea-
sons for shifting to pheripher-

al parts as they get bigger hous-
es for the same or lesser prices
as compared to the price of an
apartment in a central location.

Many peripheral micro-mar-
kets where demand remained
muted before the pandemic are
now seeing renewed demand
and supply. The previous desire
to live in city centres - closer to
workspaces, children's school
and others - has reduced
markedly with the advent of

WFH and e-schooling options
in the post-pandemic world.
People now prefer to live in big-
ger, open and green spaces in
peripheries and that too at
affordable rates.

New developments in the
peripheries reduce the stress on
the choked city-centres and
they become increasingly
viable with ongoing infra-
structure projects such as
Metros and ring roads which

will boost their connectivity to
the city centres.

"Homebuyer preferences
changed perceptibly post the
pandemic. The previous 'walk-
to-work' concept no longer led
home buying decisions -
instead, bigger and more afford-
able properties in greener, less
polluted areas found favour,
driven by work-from-home
and e-schooling compulsions as
well as safety concerns.

Developers changed track and
those with landbanks in the
peripheries, and even other-
wise, saw it an opportune time
to launch new projects there,"
said Anuj Puri, chairman of
ANAROCK property consul-
tants. "It is very likely that some
of the major office occupiers
will soon de-centralise and
bring their offices closer to
their employees' homes in these
peripheries," he added.

Demand up for dwellings on Hyderabad outskirts
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The Meerpet police on
Thursday arrested two per-
sons including an engineer-
ing student on charges of rob-
beries and chain snatching. 

Police recovered gold orna-
ments worth Rs 4.1 lakh
from K Narsingh, 25 and his
cousin Vignesh, 19.

The duo turned to crime
to make money for an
extravagant lifestyle and tar-
geted women in secluded
lanes of residential colonies. 

"Depending upon the sit-
uation, they either snatch
chains or commit robberies.
They sell the ornaments
and share the money," an
official said. 

Following a complaint
from a woman, the police
booked a case and with the
help of CCTV footage, iden-
tified and arrested them.

Two nabbed for 
chain snatching

Man cleaning drainage pipeline 
at Rajiv Gandhi Intl Airport dies
PNS n HYDERABAD

A man died, allegedly due to
asphyxiation, after he inhaled
unknown poisonous gases
while cleaning a drainage
pipeline at the arrival terminal
of the Rajiv Gandhi
International Airport in
Shamshabad here on Thursday
evening.

The victim was identified as
Narasimha Reddy, 42, a
plumber working for Faber
Sindoori Facility Management
Services. According to the
police, as part of the mainte-
nance work, Reddy and two
other workers were checking
for drainage leakages. They
climbed to the ceiling with the
help of a ladder and to clear the
ducts, poured acid into the
pipe.

"They poured acid into the
drainage pipes to clear the
blockage, when suddenly due
to fumes and release of poiso-
nous gases, Narasimha Reddy
fell unconscious and died,"
said N Prakash Reddy, Deputy

Commissioner of Police
Shamshabad, adding that the
other two workers, Zakir and
Ilyas, were safe.

A case was booked and the
body was shifted to hospital for
autopsy.
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PNS n MULUG

Taking previous experiences into
consideration, the officials should
take preventive measures in the
flood-prone villages during the
monsoon season, Mulug District
Collector Krishna Aditya said on
Thursday.

Discussing the steps to be
taken during the rainy season at
the ITDA office in Eturu
Nagaram with ITDA Hanmantu
K Jandenge, Additional Collector
Adarsh Surabhi, SP Gaus Alam
and other officials on Thursday,
Collector Krishna Aditya direct-
ed the zonal tehsildars to prepare
plan well in advance in coopera-
tion with the special officers and
sarpanches to prevent flood loss-
es. With support from irrigation
department officials, the officials
have to expedite the pending
works, he said. 

The Collector suggested the
officials to drawn up plans to evac-
uate the people from the flood-hit
areas to safer places in case of
floods. The Tehsildars and
sarpanches should make ready the
school buildings with all facilities
causing no inconvenience to the

people who would be evacuated.
The officials should complete
repair works to roads and all pot-
holes must be repaired as there
may be a chance of releasing
excess floodwater from the pro-
jects.        

The Collector said that
MPDOs and MPPs should hold
meetings with the sarpanches of
all the zones on Friday and pre-
pare plans to take preventive

steps. The swimmers should be
made readily available in case of
evacuation from flood-hit areas.
ITDA Project Officer Hanmantu
K Jadange asked the officials to
take precautionary measures to
avoid flooding of areas and the
mistakes committed in the past
should not be repeated. Road
transportation should not be dis-
turbed by floods and necessary
repairs to all roads should be com-

pleted. District Additional
Collector (Local Bodies) Adarsha
Surabhi, SP Gaus Alam, Irrigation
SE Vijay Bhaskar, DTDO
Erranna,  District Medical Health
Officer Dr Appayya, District
Panchayat Officer Venkaiah, Zilla
Parishad CEO Prasuna Rani,
Tehsildars, MPDOs, MPPs,
Sarpanches and others were pre-
sent at the conference.

Beware of seasonal diseases:

District Collector Krishna Aditya
directed the medical and health
officials to take preventive steps to
avoid the outbreak of seasonal dis-
eases. The Collector distributed
mosquito nets to the people at
Buddaram village in Ghanpur
mandal on Thursday.   

Speaking on the occasion, he
said mosquitoes and other insects
would grow with the stagnation
of rainwater and as a result, peo-
ple would be affected by diseases
like malaria, dengue and chikun-
gunya. Steps were taken to distrib-
ute 33,000 mosquito nets on 96
villages under 24 PHC limits
where more malaria cases were
reported across the district. As
part of the programme, mosqui-
to nets were given to the people,
he said. He called upon the peo-
ple to use the nets to protect them-
selves from mosquito bites. People
should follow dry-day rules and
ensure that there should not any
water stagnation in all villages till
the end of the rainy season.
Medical and Health, municipal
and panchayat officials should
alert the people over the season-
al diseases and they should main-
tain the surrounding clean.

Take preventive steps in flood-
prone villages, says Collector 

PNS n WARANGAL

It was mandatory to take vac-
cination to contain the corona
pandemic, Government Chief
Whip Dasyam Vinay Bhaskar
said on Thursday.

Inaugurating the vaccination
camp organized for Mepma
members and SHGs at SS
Convention Hall near Vijaya
Talkies here on Thursday,
Vinay Bhaskar said as per the
directives of Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao and IT
Minister KTR, the inoculation
programme was taken up in 10
centres within the limits of
Warangal Municipal
Corporation for 1.90 lakh
Mepma group women and
Self-Help Groups. These
groups must register them-
selves online to get their jab. 

Vinay Bhaskar said the gov-
ernment was taking stringent

measures since the beginning
of Covid second wave to com-
bat the virus. The programmes
were designed to provide the
best treatment to the Covid-hit
people by reviewing from time

to time with the officials and
the people's representatives.

He said the Chief Minister
has commenced an extraordi-
nary programme to vaccinate
people on a priority basis for

those who were the most prone
to the virus.   Warangal Greater
Corporation Mayor Gundu
Sudharani, Corporator Srinu
and others participated in the
programme.

Vaccination must for combating corona, says Dasyam

PNS n NAGARKURNOOL

The revenue officials should
hasten the process of land
acquisition not causing any
hurdles for works of Palamuru-
Rangareddy Lift Irrigation
scheme taken up in
Nagarkurnool district, District
Collector L Sharman said on
Thursday.

Reviewing the Palamuru-
Rangareddy irrigation project
with revenue officials at his
chamber on Thursday,
Sharman said the State govern-
ment has taken up the LI pro-
ject most prestigiously and
land acquisition should be has-
tened in Kudikalla, Teegalapalli,
S Narlapur, Jonnalaboguda,
Kalvakol, Kummera,
Pothireddypalli, Bondalapalli
and Vattem and other villages.   

The Collector constituted a
committee to speed up the land
acquisition and said the offi-
cials should complete the task
as early as possible without
hampering the progress. The
Palamuru-Rangareddy LI
scheme would be taken up in
12 packages and a total of
11,776 acres of land was
required for the project. About
10,357 acres were acquired till
now and handed over to the

project, the Collector said and
asked the officials to complete
the remaining 1,418 acres
should be acquired to ensure
no hurdles for completion of
the project.

He also discussed with the
irrigation officials the progress
in the payment of compensa-
tion to the farmers and Relief
and Rehabilitation works.    

Additional Collector Srinivas
Reddy, Palamuru-Rangareddy
Project engineering officials
CE Amid Khan, Vijayabhaskar
Reddy, Satyanarayana Reddy,
Srinivas Reddy, Dayanand and
Vijaykujmar district in-charge
RDO Rajesh Kumar and oth-
ers participated. 

Speed up land acquisition
for Palamuru LI scheme 

Spl Tribunal to
settle land disputes
PNS n NAGARKURNOOL

The State Government has
established a special Tribunal
court to settle land-related
disputes within the stipulat-
ed time, Nagarkurnool
District Collector L Sharman
has said.

After holding a tribunal
court virtually at the
Collector office, District
Collector Sharman on
Thursday said the cases were
being resolved in the pres-
ence of advocates and
landowners after hearing the
arguments and counter-argu-
ments. He said the argu-
ments of lawyers have com-
pleted concerning 56 land
disputes across the district
through tribunal court on
Thursday. With this, the
hearing of lawyers in a total
of 271 cases was over in the
district.          

The Collector said the spe-
cial tribunal court was estab-
lished on the directives of the
government to speed up the
settlement of disputes. 

PNS n SANGAREDDY

Zaheerabad MP BB Patil on
Thursday seriously con-
demned the reports that he
was joining BJP. He came
down heavily against his rivals
and some media channels
which were making a mali-
cious campaign against him.
He said he would take legal
action against the individuals
and the channels which were
doing the false campaign
against him. The MP said he
was receiving complete coop-
eration from the ministers
including Chief Minister KCR
and MLAs and made it clear
that he has no thoughts of
quitting the TRS Party under
any given circumstances.

MP BB Patil
denies reports
of joining BJP  

PNS n PEDDAPALLY

With regard to Yasangi
season, the process of
purchasing paddy
from farmers was
completed in
Peddapally district,
Additional Collector
Lakshminarayana said
on Thursday. 

He said as many as 292
paddy purchasing centres were
set up in Peddapally district dur-
ing Yasangi season and pro-
cured 3.89 lakh metric tonnes
of paddy from 57,494 farmers
by paying them Rs 678 crore. He
said even the paddy stocks that
came from other districts were
also purchased in the district.
About 75,000 metric tonnes of
paddy arrived from Khammam,
50,000 tonnes from
Bhupalapally, 10,000 metric
tonnes from Siricilla, 40,000
metrics tonnes from

Mahabubabad, 6,000 tonnes
from Jagtyal, 500 tonnes

from Adilabad, 50,000
tonnes from Mulug
and 70,000 tonnes
from Manchiryal
and all the stocks
were shifted to rice

mills in the district.
The Additional

Collector said as the process
of paddy purchase was complet-
ed, the paddy purchasing cen-
tres were closed and directed the
officials to ensure credit the
amount into the bank accounts
of the farmers by completing the
online registration of details of
paddy procurement. Peddapally
Revenue Division Officer
Sankar Kumar, District Civil
Supplies Officer Venkatesh,
District Civil Supplies
Corporation Manager Praveen,
District Cooperative Officer
Michal Bose, DRDA Sridhar
and others were present.

Paddy purchase completed in Peddapally 

PNS n WARANGAL

Priority should be given for
beautification of the integrat-
ed district offices building
complexes, which are getting
ready with all district main
offices at one place, Chief
Minister's OSD (Haritha
Haram) Priyanka Verghese
said on Thursday. 

She inspected the beautifi-
cation works taken up at the
integrated district offices com-
plex built at Subedari along
with District Collector Rajiv
Gandhi Hanumanthu on
Thursday. 

Speaking on the occasion,
Priyanka Verghese directed
the officials to plant different
plants on the four sides of the
compound wall of the district

offices complex and plants
should be placed with
Miyawaki technique in the
vacant places causing no
inconvenience to the visiting
officials at the vehicle parking
slot. She suggested planting big
plants and decorative flower
plants en route to the building
complex. There should be any
blockage of drainage canals
and the officials must take pre-
cautionary measures.    

Additional Collector
Sandhyarani, DRO
Vasuchandra, DFO Archana,
Electricity SE Linga Reddy,
R&B DE Manohar, District
Horticulture Officer Suneeta,
District Sericulture Officer
Srinivas, Hanmakonda
Tehsildar Raj Kumar and oth-
ers were present.

PNS n SANGAREDDY

The municipal officials and
council representatives should
pay special attention to sanita-
tion in the municipality keep-
ing in view the onset of mon-
soon, Additional Collector
Rajarshi Shah said on
Thursday. 

Rajarshi Shah made a sur-
prise inspection on the main-
tenance of sanitation in
Sangareddy municipality on
Thursday. As part of his inspec-
tion, he visited the Rythu Bazar
market yard and spoke to the
vegetable vendors and enquired
about their grievances. He
directed the Municipal
Commissioner and engineers
to fill the low-lying areas in the
market yard with mud.    

Reacting to the complaint by
a local person that the low-
lying areas in Pothireddypalli
Road No 2 would be water-
logged, the Additional
Collector ordered the munic-
ipal officials to take immedi-
ate steps to prevent water stag-

nation. The officials filled the
area with C&D garbage then
and there. When people
reported that a drainage canal
at ZPHS Pothireddypalli was
unable to bear the gushing
floodwaters, local councillors
and vice-chairman informed
the AC that Rs 5 lakh was sanc-
tioned for the drainage canal
works. They, however, said
these funds would not be suf-
ficient and more funds may be
required, Rajarshi Shah asked

them to start the works imme-
diately without waiting for the
funds.  

As part of the Haritha
Haram programme, Rajarshi
Shah inspected the avenue
plantation works taken up on
the Sangareddy main road and
from Pothireddypalli to Kandi
national highway. 

War Councilor Ramappa,
Manager Mirja Fasahat Ali
Baig, Municipal engineers and
others were present.

Beautify integrated district office
complexes: CM OSD Priyanka  

Township project
brochure released 
PNS n MEDCHAL MALKAJ-

GIRI

Vykuntham Universal Trust
Chairman Bhagwan Sri
Ananta Vishnudeva Prabhu
released the brochure of the
Sansar township project,
which was being built with
the highest standards at
Bhudera in Sangareddy dis-
trict, at a function held in
Hyderabad on Thursday.

Speaking on the occasion,
Sri Anantha Bhagwan said the
township project would get
acclaim from all people as it
was giving priority to green-
ery and all facilities for the

first time in Telangana.
Sansar Project proprietor

Manthena Srinivas Varma
said his organisation which
has enormous experience in
the infra sector, was taking up
the project in 1200 acres. It
was the first of its kind in the
Telugu states in size and the
township would be built with
all sophisticated facilities.
BJP state vice-president Rama
Swamy, builders Prasad,
Abdul Khadir, Basheer, Sobha
Yadav, Rukmini, Vijayasri and
others were present. Earlier,
several people met Bhagawan
Sri Anantha Vishnu and took
his blessings.

PNS n KARIMNAGAR

The Indian Medical Association
(IMA) has called upon
the doctors, who
were working as
the Covid front-
line warriors, to
wear black
badges and stop
OP services
from 8 am to 12
pm on June 18.

The IMA said the
whole world had been
battling the Covid virus for the
past one year and it had dev-
astated many families. The
doctors have stood rock solid
and continued to render their
services even in such adverse
situations, without even caring
about their lives. The country
had lost 726 doctors while
serving the Covid patients
and many affected by the
Covid.Despite the relentless
services, the doctors were
being accused and blamed for
being failures in our duties.
Through the platforms of

social media, a few non-med-
ical professionals were scaring
people and shattering the

belief of people in the
doctors' fraternity. 

The doctors were
observing black
badge protest,
district IMA
president D
Vasanth Rao said

at a press confer-
ence on Thursday.
The IMA appealed

to the local MLAs, MPs and
district Collectors to extend
solidarity to the doctors' cause.

The IMA members said as
dedicated professionals, the
doctors had never deterred
from the best possible treat-
ment for the patients at hand.
The accusations by a certain
category of persons on social
media put pressure on the
doctors.

The district IMA secretary
Ramkiran, Dr Srinivas, Dr
Ravikumar and Dr Shesha
Shailaja participated in the
press meet.

IMA calls for ‘black
badge’ protest today 

PNS n HUSNABAD

The State government was
implementing all development
and welfare schemes uninter-
rupted with lots of affection
towards the people, despite the
Telangana state's revenues got
crippled in the wake of the
corona pandemic, Husnabad
MLA Vodithala Satish Kumar
said on Thursday. He hailed
Chief Minister KCR for his
commitment to help the farm-
ers. 

MLA Satish Kumar held a
review meeting with officials
of various government depart-
ments at the Akkannapeta
MPDO office in the Husnabad
constituency on Thursday. 

While speaking, he said
considering the welfare of the
farmers, the Chief Minister
had deposited the investment
assistance into the bank
accounts of the farmers
through the Rythu Bandhu
scheme. 

MLA hails KCR
for depositing
money for
farmers 

PNS n HYDERABAD

Huzurabad constituency on
Thursday witnessed a tug of
war situation as TRS and BJP
cadre at loggerheads to prove
their supremacy. Aiming the
upcoming by-polls, Eatela
Rajender was frequently visit-
ing the constituency, while his
rival TRS MLC Palla Rajeswar
Reddy was also preparing to
collide with him head-on. 

The duo had a rare
encounter on Thursday as both
Eatela and Palla headed for
Huzurabad. Their vehicles
came in opposite direction at
Katrapalli leading to mild ten-
sion for some time with slogans
raised by the followers of Eatela
saying "Jai Eatala….Jai Jai
Eatala…Jai BJP". As a counter,
the followers of Palla Rajeswar

also raised slogans in praise of
their leader "Jai TRS.. Jai Palla".
The slogans echoed in the vil-
lage for some time raising the
eyebrows of onlookers giving
an impression that they were in
mid of the by-poll campaign.   

However, the police swung
into action and dispersed the
mob gathered at Katrapalli to
prevent untoward incidents.
Earlier in the day, Eatela for the
first time after joining BJP
visited the Huzurabad con-

stituency and his followers and
BJP activists welcomed him all
along the route. The BJP
activists welcomed Eatela at
Pragnapur.  While addressing
the activists, Eatela said that he
has a long relationship with the

Gajwel constituency because he
joined the Telangana move-
ment here. There was a huge
welcome for him at Husnabad.
The activists organized a two-
wheeler rally from Mallechettu
Chowrastha to Ambedkar
Chowrastha. MLA
Raghunandan Rao honoured
Eatela on the occasion.  Later,
Eatela paid floral tributes at the
B R Ambedkar's statue in
Huzurabad.  

Addressing the gathering,
Eatela warned that they would
bury the government if they
harassed him or his followers.
He alleged that intelligence
officials were harassing the
persons who were extending
support to him. The upcoming
Huzurabad by-election would
be a rehearsal for the 2023
Assembly elections, he added.

Tension as aides of Eatela, Palla raise slogans

MLC sore at
bankers over Rythu
Bandhu funds 
PNS n MEDAK

KCR Political Secretary and
MLC Seri Subhash Reddy
expressed his ire at the bankers
for creating hurdles to credit the
amount into the bank accounts
of farmers under the prestigious
programme Rythu Bandhu in the
agriculture sector in Telangana.
He said though the government
deposited the amount in time, the
bank officials were putting hur-
dles on farmers for various rea-
sons. When the farmers of
Sardana village in Haveli
Ghanpur mandal complained to
Subhash Reddy that the APGV
Bank officials blocked their bank
accounts and ATM cards, he
spoke to the district lead bank
manager and asked him not to
create troubles for the farmers. 

PNS n HYDERABAD

CPI national secretary Dr K
Narayana called on Supreme
Court Chief Justice NV
Ramana on Thursday along
with CPI state secretary
Chada Venkat Reddy. 

Narayana expressed his
pleasure over the increasing
number of judges in
Telangana High Court and
for taking up several reforms
in the judicial system across
the nation. 

Narayana requested the
CJI to concentrate on the
cases related to defections
and the violation of the con-
stitution. He urged the CJI to
protect the secular system
and take steps to resolve the
pending cases. 

CPI leader calls
on CJI Ramana 

Focus on sanitation, 
AC tells civic officials 
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India ‘priest' of world peace, but
can reply to aggression: Rajnath
PNS n KIMIN(ARUNACHAL)

In a statement seen as an
implicit message to Beijing,
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh on Thursday said that
though India is a peace loving
country, it has the capability to
reply to aggression.

Dedicating 12 strategic roads
constructed by the Border
Roads Organisation (BRO) to
the nation here, Singh described
India as a priest of world peace
but added any serious distur-
bance to peace and tranquility
in border areas would have
adverse implications.

"We seek world peace  (but)
if someone shows us an aggres-
sive attitude, we will respond,"
Singh said, adding the "new
roads will help secure interna-
tional borders."             

Singhs statement comes in
the backdrop of China contin-
uing to hold on to positions in
Hot Springs and Gogra Post on
the border, after clashes between
the armies of the two Asian
giants in the bleak Galwan val-
ley in Ladakh a year ago.

The defence minister  said
"last year in Galwan Valley, our
soldiers displayed exemplary
courage and valour in line of
duty. I salute all brave soldiers
who laid down their lives fight-
ing for the nation." C h i n a
also claims most of Arunachal
Pradesh as its territory and has

dubbed it `South Tibet in
internal maps.

The northern neighbour
which fought a bloody border
war with India in 1962 when it
invaded parts of Arunachal
pradesh including Tawang,
often sends border patrols into
areas controlled by India.

In September last year, five
young Arunachali hunters were
allegedly kidnaped by Chinese
troops from Sera-7, in Upper
Subansiri district of Arunachal
Pradesh. The youth were later
released in Anjaw district,
around 800 km from the state
capital, after several days in
Chinese custody. 

With no let up in India-
China border tension, the
Modigovernment is now look-
ing to expedite work on border
infrastructure, especially on
roads leading to forward areas

in the frontier state.
Singh said, the 12 strategic

roads including 10 in
Arunachal Pradesh and one
each in Ladakh and Jammu &
Kashmir, inaugurated during
the day, would not only give a
boost in connectivity but
would facilitate faster move-
ment of troops along the inter-
national border.

"The capability of BRO in
constructing world class roads
despite challenges, in tough
and hilly terrain, (underlines)
the mantra of Atma Nirbhar
Bharat," Singh said while laud-
ing the road construction unit
for its dedicated work.

He said the road projects are
part of the Act East Policy,
envisioned by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. 

"The budget for BRO has
increased manifold since 2013

and today stands at Rs 11,000
crore. The BRO since 2014 had
developed a record 4,800 kilo-
meters of border roads in the
country," the Defence Minister
said.

He added that the country's
defence sector in the last few
years had witnessed major
changes including appoint-
ment of a Chief of Defence
Staff for the first time. 

"Our vision is to produce our
own weapons and if necessary
export them to other coun-
tries," he said. 

The defence minister also
claimed that development
work in Northeast India had
picked up pace under the
Narendra Modi Government.

The development of the
region remained stagnant after
independence. However, after
NDA came to power in 2014,
the region witnessed accelerat-
ed development. There are
many challenges due to its
close proximity with foreign
countries, Singh said.

NE is the right hand of the
country and its development
will make India strong. Our
government is committed to its
development, he added.

According to BRO officials,
out of the 12 roads inaugurat-
ed on the occasion, ten road
projects of total 285.32 kilome-
ters, are in Arunachal Pradesh
being constructed by the BRO

at an estimated cost of Rs
1,228.34 crore.

Of the ten road projects,
three each are under Project
Arunank, Vartak and Udayak
while one is being executed by
Project Brahmank, officials
added. Union Minister of
State (Independent) for Sports
and Youth Affairs Kiren Rijiju,
who was also present on the
occasion, lauded the BRO for
completing work in rough ter-
rain within timeline con-
straints.

Assam Chief Minister
Himanta Biswa Sarma speak-
ing on the occasion added
that though the roads were
constructed in Arunachal
Pradesh, they would benefit the
entire northeast and the coun-
try.

Arunachal Chief Minister Pe
ma Khandu termed the occa-
sion as a proud moment for the
state as world class roads have
been constructed up to the bor-
der.

Khandu exuded confidence
that in the coming days, the
north east region would wi ness
more development with  the

blessings of the Centre
Chief of Defence Staff Gen

Vipin Rawat, Director General
of Border Roads Lt General
Rajeev Chaudhry, state Chief
Secretary Naresh Kumar were
among others who were pre-
sent on the occasion.

Gadkari: Stay orders hamper 
developmental works
PNS n NAGPUR

Union Minister Nitin Gadkari
on Thursday expressed disap-
pointment over delays in
development works due to
stay orders issued by courts
and said timely interventions
can help bring such matters to
the notice of courts. 

Speaking at the inauguration
programme of Butibori flyover
in Maharashtra's Nagpur,
Gadkari said the work on the
flyover had been stalled for
some time, as the Bombay
High Court had ordered a
stay on the construction, and
the delay resulted in several
accidents at the spot.

The senior BJP leader said
he had asked the concerned

BJP MLA to intervene in the
matter and bring the issue to
the notice of the court, follow-
ing which the stay was lifted. 

“I feel sad that very often
work at accident-prone spots
gets stalled due to stay orders
from courts. If such things are
brought to the notice of courts,
then definitely such stay orders

will get lifted. Many a times,
work gets delayed, people have
to face troubles and innocent
people lose their lives because
of such stay orders,” he said. 

Gadkari praised MLA
Sameer Meghe, who inter-
vened in the matter in the
Nagpur bench of the Bombay
High Court, and the stay order
was vacated, paving way for the
flyover to be completed.

The Union minister also
spoke about other develop-
ment projects in Butibori,
including the six-lane Nagpur-
Butibori road and a metro
train from Nagpur to Butibori. 

The senior BJP leader also
informed that he would be
adopting the Butibori munic-
ipal council.

AAP fresh bid to
get L-G's nod for
doorstep
delivery of ration 
PNS n NEW DELHI

The AAP government has
sent a file on doorstep deliv-
ery of ration to Delhi Lt
Governor Anil Baijal, making
a fresh bid to get his approval
for the scheme, official
sources said on Thursday.

Earlier this month, the
Arvind Kejriwal government
had claimed that the scheme
was rejected by L-G contend-
ing that the Centre's approval
was not sought for it and
there was a pending case in
the court.

According to sources,
Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal has again sent the
file to the LG and said that it
was according to the law and
the objections raised by the
Centre earlier have been
addressed.

Kejriwal has stressed that
the Centre's directions have
been followed and claimed
that it was wrong to "stop" the
scheme during the coron-
avirus pandemic, sources
added.

Cattle smuggling to B’desh stopped: BSF report
PNS n KOLKATA

There have been zero cattle
smuggling incidents to
Bangladesh this year from one
of the country's most notorious
fronts in West Bengal, a first
since the Modi government
declared in 2014 that the crime
has to stop at any cost.

The Kolkata-based south
Bengal frontier of the Border
Security Force (BSF) is tasked
to guard 913.32 kms of the
India-Bangladesh internation-
al border (IB) out of the total
4,096 kms, running across five
states and it has recorded offi-
cial figures to claim that no cat-
tle was smuggled from its side
till May, 2021.

Former Union home minis-
ter and current defence minis-
ter Rajnath Singh, while offici-
ating as the chief guest of the
49th BSF raising day on
December 1, 2014 in Delhi,
had first told the force that it
"should stop the smuggling of
cows and cattle at this border
at any cost."

He reiterated this stand at

various other public events
even as similar assertions were
made by other ministers and
BJP chief ministers. 

The data shared with the
BSF headquarters in Delhi and
the Union home ministry has
been accessed by PTI and it
says that there has been a "sig-
nificant" curb on this crime
under this front, that used to
have a 75 per cent share out of
the total cattle smuggling
prevalent along this border.

This frontier has jurisdiction
over five border districts of

West Bengal: North 24
Parganas, South 24 Parganas,
Nadia, Murshidabad and
Malda, and only 405 kms or
44.34 per cent of the boundary
is fenced as a large part is river-
ine, has charlands and at cer-
tain places villages are right on
the IB.

The data said while 710 cat-
tle heads were seized by BSF
personnel till May this year, a
consistent decline was noticed
with 51,443 seizures in 2017,
38,657 in 2018, 29,720 during
2019 and 5,445 cattle seized last

year.
It adds that zero number of

cattle reached Bangladesh from
this front this year till May and
a similar decline in these num-
bers was noticed beginning
with 8.69 lakh in 2017, 5.22
lakh in 2018, 1.23 lakh in 2019
and 3,628 last year.

The data report said as no
cattle was smuggled, no gov-
ernment auction of cattle could
take place this year in
Bangladeshi corridors opposite
this frontier like Jessore,
Kushtia and Rajshahi.

Frontier chief Inspector
General (IG) Ashwini Kumar
Singh said the figures are
believable when asked about
the authenticity of the data.

"This data is almost reli-
able...it is such a long front
(under our jurisdiction) and
may be 2-4 cattle may have
gone un-noticed (to
Bangladesh) but I can guaran-
tee that none of the cross-bor-
der cattle smugglers has suc-
ceeded this year."

"We have brought cattle
smuggling down to zero as

compared to handling 75 pc of
the total trans-border cattle
smuggling to Bangladesh over
the last few years," Singh said.

The data added that due to
declining cattle smuggling,
leather, beef and porcelain
items making industry in
Bangladesh has suffered "a lot
of loss" and the government
there has promoted local ani-
mal husbandry in order to
make farmers and other cattle
rearers self-reliant.

IG Singh said the "achieve-
ment" has been the effort of a
three-pronged strategy adopt-
ed by the force that included
motivating field personnel,
checking their connivance with
smugglers and drawing new
operational strategies.

"I told my men that we are
here to stop this crime and we
need to stop it totally. They
worked hard," he said.

While the IG refused to say
as to how many BSF personnel
were caught and punished for
being hand-in-glove with the
smugglers, official sources said
the numbers were "substantial."

IAS officer gets notice over
sharing his conversation
PNS n BHOPAL

A show-cause notice has been
issued against an IAS officer in
Madhya Pradesh after he
shared on a social messaging
platform the audio recording
of his conversation with a
senior woman official of the
General Administration
Department, in which he had
expressed displeasure over his
transfer.

On May 31, Lokesh Kumar
Jangid, who was then addition-
al collector of Barwani district
in the state, was transferred as
mission director of Bhopal-
based Rajya Siksha Kendra.

According to Jangid, this is
his ninth transfer in 54 months. 

Talking to PTI, MP General
Administration Department's
Principal Secretary Deepti Gaur

Mukherjee said, 
“He (Jangid) was served a

notice on Wednesday, in which
he has been asked to reply in
seven days."

“The matter pertains to a
conversation he had with me.
My job is to telephone them
(officers) to let them know
that they have been transferred.
But he tapped the conversation,
which amounted to invasion

into my privacy...His act was
unbecoming of a government
officer," she said. 

Jangid, 35, said he had shared
with his four IAS colleagues the
recorded conversation of 30-
odd seconds between him and
Mukherjee over his transfer. 

"I shared this audio with four
of my IAS colleagues on per-
sonal chats. It was done after the
(transfer) order was issued in
writing by the GAD and updat-
ed in the department's website.
I had shared it in good faith and
in personal capacity when they
asked me about the reason for
my sudden transfer...I told them
that I was not informed about
the reason. So I shared the
audio with them saying this is
what the GAD principal secre-
tary told me...I did not share it
in any group," Jangid said. 

NIA arrests Mumbai
ex-cop Pradeep Sharma
PNS n MUMBAI

The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) on Thursday
arrested former "encounter
specialist" police officer
Pradeep Sharma in Mumbai
for his alleged involvement in
the ‘Antilia' bomb scare case
and the murder of business-
man Mansukh Hiran, an offi-
cial said.

An NIA team had picked up
Sharma from Lonavla near
Mumbai late on Wednesday
night, after which he was
brought to the central agency's
office in south Mumbai for
questioning, he said.

"The NIA also conducted a
raid at his residence located in
J B Nagar in Mumbai's
Andheri (west) around 6 am,
and the operation continued
for several hours. The officials
recovered some incriminat-
ing documents from his

house," the official said. 
After questioning him for a

few hours, the NIA placed him
under arrest on Thursday, he
said, adding that Sharma will
be produced before a
local court once a
medical exami-
nation is con-
ducted on
him. 

A r o u n d
two months
ago, the NIA
had questioned
Sharma at its office
for two days after his
name cropped up in the case.

Sharma is the fifth person
from the police department to
be arrested in the case by the
NIA. This is the eighth over
arrest in the case.

Earlier, the agency had
arrested police officers Sachin
Waze, Riyazuddin Kazi, Sunil
Mane. After their arrest, they

were dismissed from service.
The agency had also arrested
former police constable
Vinayak Shinde in this connec-
tion along with cricket book-

ie Naresh Gor.
On June 11, the
NIA held Santosh

Shelar and Anand
Jadhav from sub-
urban Malad, say-
ing that both of
them were

involved in the con-
spiracy to plant the

explosives-laden SUV
near industrialist Mukesh

Ambani's residence. 
The SUV was found aban-

doned near Ambani's south
Mumbai residence ‘Antilia' on
February 25 this year. Thane-
based businessman Mansukh
Hiran, who had claimed that
he was in possession of the
vehicle, was found dead at a
Mumbra creek on March 5. 

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Z-category VIP security
cover of West Bengal politician
and MLA Mukul Roy, who
recently returned to the
Trinamool Congress (TMC)
from the BJP, has been with-
drawn on his request, official
sources said Thursday.

They said the Union Home
Ministry has directed the
Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF) to recall its detach-
ment deployed with him.

The 67-year-old Roy and
his son Subhrangshu, a former
MLA, are now being provid-
ed security by the state police.  

Roy, who was suspended
from the TMC in 2017 for
alleged anti-party activities,
had joined the BJP and was
appointed its national vice
president ahead of the West
Bengal elections.

He and his son returned to
the Mamata Banerjee-led
TMC last week after the BJP's
drubbing in the polls even
though the senior Roy won his
Krishnanagar Uttar con-
stituency as a saffron party
candidate.

A home ministry source
said that Roy had written to
the Centre to withdraw the

security cover.
After he had joined the

BJP, he was accorded a low
category Y+ central security
cover of the central paramil-
itary CRPF which was
upgraded to the second top
level of 'Z' just before the state
assembly polls in March-April
this year.

He had a contingent of
about 22-24 armed CRPF
commandos who used to
move with him every time he
travelled in West Bengal.

The security of his son,
which was provided by a
small contingent of the CISF,
has also been withdrawn. 

Roy, once the second-in-
command of the TMC, was
removed from the post of the
party's national general secre-
tary in February, 2015 after
being charged in the Narada
tape sting. He had joined the
BJP in November, 2017. 

Another charge
sheet against Sidhu
PNS n NEW DELHI

Delhi Police on Thursday filed
a supplementary charge sheet
against actor-activist Deep
Sidhu and others in the
Republic Day violence case.

Chief Metropolitan
Magistrate Gajendra Singh
Nagar will pass the order on
the point of cognisance of the
fresh charge sheet on June 19
at 2 pm.

“The investigating officer of
the case pointed out the names
of the witnesses who were
severely injured or from whom
the weapon was snatched,”
the court noted.

On January 26, protesting
farmers clashed with the police
during the tractor rally against
three farm laws and stormed
into the Red Fort injuring

scores of policemen.
The Crime Branch is tasked

with investigating the case. On
May 17, it filed a 3,224-page
charge sheet and sought pros-
ecution of 16 accused includ-
ing Sidhu.

Sidhu, who was accused of
being the key conspirator of
the violence, was arrested on
February 9. The police had
also accused him of fuelling
the chaos at the Red fort.

Nobody dare cast evil eye 
on Sena Bhavan, says Raut
PNS n MUMBAI

Shiv Sena leader Sanjay Raut
on Thursday said the Shiv
Sena Bhavan in Mumbai is not
just a headquarter of a politi-
cal party, but a symbol of
Maharashtra's identity and no
one should dare cast an evil eye
on it. 

His statement comes a day
after Shiv Sena and BJP work-
ers clashed outside the Shiv
Sena Bhavan at Dadar in cen-
tral Mumbai on Wednesday
after the youth wing of the BJP
took out a protest march
against the "offensive" remarks
in the Sena mouthpiece
'Saamana' about the land deal
controversy in Ayodhya. Sena
MLA Sada Sarvankar had said
his partymen had got informa-
tion that the BJP workers were
coming to vandalise the Sena
Bhavan.  

Talking to reporters over the
clash, Raut said the Shiv Sena

Bhavan is a symbol of Marathi
and Maharashtra. 

"If some one tries to attack
the premises, will Marathi
'manoos' (person) and Shiv
sainik keep quiet?" he asked.

"Why did the BJP get so
agitated? What did the Sena
editorial say? It just sought
clarification on the allega-
tions and demanded that if
the charges are proved false,
those who levelled them
should be punished. Is asking
for a clarification a crime in
this country? The editorial
nowhere mentions that the
BJP is involved in it. Can't
you read and write? First
understand what the allega-
tions are and what the Shiv
Sena spokespersons have
said. Are you educated or
not?" he said. 

The Shriram Janmabhoomi
Teerth Kshetra Trust  is an
autonomous body. What is
the BJP's role in this? he

said. 
"The matter is over from

our end. They have got 'Shiv
prasad' yesterday. Don't bring
the situation to such a level
that we will have to give Shiv
Bhojan thali to them," he
said. 

Whenever people try to
attack the Sena Bhavan, which
is a symbol of our pride,
whether we are in power or
not, we will respond in the
same manner, Raut said. 

AAP's Rajya Sabha mem-
ber Sanjay Singh and a for-
mer minister in the
Samajwadi Party government
Pawan Pandey have earlier
alleged that the land worth Rs
2 crore was bought at an
inflated price of Rs 18.5 crore
by Shriram Janmabhoomi
Teerth Kshetra Trust gener-
al secretary Champat Rai for
the Ram temple premises
was made by. The allegation
was strongly refuted by Rai.

Cong's talk of going solo in 2024 irks Sena
PNS n MUMBAI

With the Congress in
Maharashtra expressing a wish
to contest the next Assembly
elections in the state on its own,
its ruling ally Shiv Sena on
Thursday said the 2024 polls
are still far away, and also
sought to know if there were
any plans to have mid-term
polls.

In an editorial in party
mouthpiece ‘Saamana', it also
said that since all the major
political parties have started
talking about going solo, the
Sena and the NCP will have to
contest the next polls together

in the interest of Maharashtra. 
The party said that although

the Congress is an important
constituent of the Maha Vikas
Aghadi (MVA) government, it is
on the third position.

The Shiv Sena, which was one
of the oldest allies of the BJP, had
forged an unlikely alliance with
the NCP and the Congress after
the 2019 state polls to form the
MVA government, after parting
ways with the BJP over the
issue of sharing the chief minis-
ter's post. 

“Maharashtra Congress chief
Nana Patole has announced that
his party would fight the next
Assembly elections on its own

and install a chief minister of the
Congress. He has also said that
if the party allows, he himself
would be the next chief minis-
terial face. Hence, it is clear that
until Patole installs a Congress
chief minister in Maharashtra in
2024, he won't sit quiet,” the Sena
said. 

"However, Deputy Chief
Minister (and NCP leader) Ajit
Pawar has said that those who
get the support of 145 legislators
(in the 288-member Assembly),
will form the next government
and the CM will be decided by
them. His statement is also valid.
Parliamentary democracy is all
about majority figures. Those

who succeed in it, will be able to
occupy the throne," it said. 

There is nothing wrong in
harbouring political ambitions,
but numbers are required for
their fulfilment. Ahead of the last
Assembly elections, BJP leader
Devendra Fadnavis had said he
would return to power. But he
could not do so. Despite BJP
winning 105 seats, three other
parties (Shiv Sena, NCP and
Congress) formed a coalition
government, the Uddhav
Thackeray-led party added. 

Patole has spoken about going
solo to boost the morale of the
party workers. Soon after
Patole's statement, senior BJP

leader Raosaheb Danve
announced that his party would
also contest the next polls on its
own, stating that BJP-Shiv Sena
alliance is impossible, it said. 

The Sena also said that there
is no party in Maharashtra that
will align with the BJP and
hence it is evident that it will
have to contest the elections
alone.

“The 2024 Lok Sabha and
Assembly polls are still far away,
but the major political parties
(BJP and Congress) are sudden-
ly talking of contesting the elec-
tions independently. Are there
any plans to have mid-term
polls?" it asked.

Mukul Roy's security
cover withdrawn: MHA



bring political stability in Israel
by shielding the Government
from the Knesset’s longevity.
However, the failed idea, found
little favour with Knesset com-
mittees mostly in the hands of
Netanyahu’s opponents.

Despite Netanyahu’s best
efforts a motley “Parliamentary
grouping” has been able to dis-
lodge him from the Prime
Minister’s post. His 12 years in
the august office from March
31, 2009 have finally come to an
end. Will this be a political
requiem of 71-year-old
Netanyahu, as many people feel
and want? The man himself
disagrees. Son of a centenarian
and historian father, the late
Bentzion Netanyahu, he per-
haps feels life and history will
both be on his side.

Naftali Bennett, the new
Prime Minister of Israel, has
impressive credentials. A com-
mando by training, he served
in reserve duty of the Sayeret
Matkal. In 1999, he founded a
high-tech company Cyota, spe-
cialising in information securi-
ty. He also served as CEO, of
Soluto, which he later sold for
around $100 million.

In 2005, destiny brought
him close to Netanyahu, when
the latter was Leader of
Opposition in the Knesset. He
became the head of

Netanyahu’s general staff, and
helped him formulate the edu-
cation reform plan. Soon after
Netanyahu came to power in
2009, Bennett was appointed as
Director-General of the Yesha
Council, an umbrella organisa-
tion of municipal councils of
the Jewish settlement in West
Bank. He led a fight to lift the
freeze on fresh settlement activ-
ity of Jews in West Bank. The
Jews view the West Bank (or
river Jordan) as Judea-Samaria
of the Old Testament. The
same year he co-founded the
‘My Israel Movement’ which
fought campaigns to boycott
Israel, post-Zionist movements,
and the boycott of Israel. His
entrepreneurial achievements
catapulted his name to the
pages of Forbes magazine in
2012. In November, 2012 he
was appointed as the chairman
of the HaBayit HaYehudi, the
national religious party. In
2013- in the elections to the
19th Knesset, he led his party
to a historic tally of 12 seats.
This time Netanyahu appoint-
ed him as the Minister of
Economy, Minister of Religious
Services and Minister of
Jerusalem and Diaspora Affairs.
In elections to the 20th Knesset
(2015), Bennett’s party won
eight seats. He was made the
Minister of Education and

Minister of Diaspora Affairs in
the 34th Government.

Did Bennett realise that he
would come to lead the 36th
Government? The credit great-
ly goes to the fissiparous poli-
tics of Israel, which can throw
up impossible coalitions as the
current one. The true credit
goes to Yair Lapid, a former
journalist and boxer, who leads
the Yesh Atid party, who con-
vinced Bennett to form an
anti-Netanyahu coalition that
can seize power. While Lapid is
avowedly secular, Bennett is a
demonstratively religious Jew.
Contrary to speculation
Mansour Abbas has not
become a Deputy Prime
Minister. His United Arab List
itself is a divided house on join-
ing the Government. This was
apparently after the bad Press
they got in the neighbouring
Arab countries on their plans
to join the Government.

With Bennett being pro-
settlement, he is likely to follow
a hawkish policy vis-à-vis West
Bank. The two-State solution,
defunct anyway since 2007,
after Fatah and Hamas irre-
trievably split, will elude the lib-
erals again.

(The writer is an author and
independent researcher based in
New Delhi. The views expressed
are personal.) 

T
he BSP chief Mayawati’s decision to join hands with the Akali Dal in Punjab 
and her description of the SP as an expert in “narrow politics” — whatever it may
mean — is full of portent for Uttar Pradesh (UP) politics ahead of the Assembly poll

next year. By aligning with the Badals, Mayawati has shown that she may not be game
for any alliance in UP with the Congress. Similarly, by unleashing a vituperative attack on
the SP, and calling it an expert in despicable manipulations, malice, and casteism, she has
virtually shut the door on any SP-led broad-based anti-BJP tie-up. This has not come as
a surprise to anyone. Except for making occasional noises on Covid mismanagement and

the law and order situation under the Yogi Adityanath
Government, the BSP supremo never indicated that she
was eager to be part of the Opposition game plan to dis-
lodge the BJP-led Government. With Mayawati out of
the way, SP chief Akhilesh Yadav has limited options.
Already there are talks that the SP can join hands with
the AAP and also rope in the RLD and farmer leader
Rakesh Tikait as well as Dalit leader Chandrashekhar
Azad. So far there is no clarity if the Congress could be
part of any such alliance. If that happens, then the

Congress will have to swallow its pride and accept a smattering of seats and sacrifice its
mission to revive the party in India’s most politically-important State. 

While the BSP and the Congress seem to be preparing to ferry their own boats, Asaduddin
Owaisi is all but ready to join the battle for UP after grabbing five seats in the Bihar Assembly
elections last year and sabotaging the prospects of the RJD on at least 11 seats, much
to the delight of the BJP. In December, Owaisi announced that the AIMIM would contest
the Assembly elections in UP. Owaisi is trying to go to the polls with Om Prakash Rajbhar,
whose SBSP has considerable following among the Rajbhar, Pal and several backward
castes in the politically-significant Bundelkhand region. A former BJP ally, Rajbhar is the
sitting MLA from Zahoorabad constituency in UP’s Ghazipur district. By every indication,
UP is going to witness a multi-cornered contest where Yogi and Akhilesh will be the main
contenders. In addition to the caste factors, the ongoing farmers’ agitation will also play
a key role in the polls, and Tikait will be a key player in Western UP. If the Centre does not
concede the demand of the farmers, then the region could see major political churning
and bring together the Jats and Muslim voters on one plank. This could be deadly for the
BJP. The Government has already started making the right noises and resumed offers for
dialogues with the growers. But more than anything, the pandemic will be the key factor
that could decide the outcome of UP polls. If the third wave of the outbreak hits UP before
the polls, Yogi will face an unenviable task in managing the electoral challenge.

I
ndia and Pakistan have taken another tentative step away from the precipice of a bilat-
eral freeze with both sides clearing the assignment visas of diplomats and High Commission
staff pending because of a two-year stand-off.  This will help staff on both sides to resume

work and both Missions will get back to their sanctioned strength. The numbers were reduced
after relations soured, with Pakistan demanding the revocation of Jammu and Kashmir’s
(J&K’s) special status by India in August, 2019. Pakistan even recalled its High Commission
and India asked the neighbour to reduce its Mission strength by half. This is the latest in
a series of measures taken in recent months to reach a point from where a bilateral thaw
could be achieved if both sides so wished. The year began with speculation about the medi-
ation of the United Arab Emirates between the two countries. It acquired the halo of truth
in late February when both armies agreed to adhere to the 2003 ceasefire pact at the Line

of Control. The Emirati Foreign Minister has separately
met his counterparts in India and Pakistan as well. A
sense of calm simultaneously entered the bilateral space.
For instance, India allowed Pakistan Prime Minister’s
plane to fly through its airspace while on its way to Sri
Lanka. The Pakistan Army chief suggested in March that
both sides should bury the hatchet and move ahead.
The Indian Prime Minister greeted his Pakistani coun-
terpart on Pakistan Day. A Covid-infected Prime
Minister Imran Khan received speedy recovery wishes

from Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Khan offered anti-Covid medical equipment to India.
It is much too early to read any long-term messaging from these developments. The

basic issues remain where they are, both stands as frozen as ever. India will not revoke
its decision on J&K and Pakistan has shown no inclination to withdraw its demand either.
India continues to insist on Pakistan discouraging cross-border terrorism even though
Islamabad blatantly denies involvement in spite of concrete evidence. Both sides, howev-
er, need respite from their individual sources of stress.  Pakistan faces the blacklist threat
from the Financial Action Task Force because of relentless pressure from the US and India.
With the US leaving Afghanistan and much of the Taliban leadership living in Pakistan, it
has its hands full on that front. The least it wants at this juncture is further escalation of
tension with India. New Delhi, on the other hand, has been engaged in a stand-off with
China in Ladakh for over a year and would not want the other border with Pakistan to become
a hotspot. For their own reasons, both countries would prefer to keep taking harmless steps
that would not alter the status quo on their core stands but ease day-to-day tensions and
extend the fragile peace. These measures will at best test the flexibility of both sides to
create conditions in the future to discuss the broader bilateral issues.

India-Pak thaw?

RIGHT TO PROTEST
Sir — There is a difference between the con-
stitutionally-guaranteed right to protest and
terrorist activity, said the Delhi High
Court, as it granted bail to three student
activists arrested more than a year ago in
connection with riots in northeast Delhi
that followed protests against the contro-
versial citizenship law. The three students
from Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU),
were arrested under the Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act (UAPA), and for this the
court was sharp in its criticism of the Delhi
Police. It noted that the UAPA, an anti-ter-
ror law, could not be casually applied to
petty criminal acts or protests by citizens. 

In its anxiety to suppress dissent, in the
mind of the State, the line between the con-
stitutionally-guaranteed right to protest and
terrorist activity seems to be getting blurred.
The High Court remarked that the
chargesheet lacked any specific, particu-
larised, factual allegations that would make
out the ingredients of offences under the
UAPA. In the absence of an actual case
against the offenders, the process then
becomes the punishment. Scathing judg-
ments by courts are notable, but unfortu-
nately not a solution to the problem. It is
time to uphold the right to protest else, India
will no longer remain a true democracy.

CK Subramaniam | Navi Mumbai

LOOK OUT FOR CHIRAG
Sir — Blood is thicker than water is a well-
known saying. This aptly suits the country’s
political system. Both at the national and
the regional level fathers, sons, daughters,
uncles and nephews have influenced India’s
politics from a long time. Earlier, politics
wasn’t a profession; it was a passion.  The
decline in political discourse of the coun-
try began with the onset of dynastic poli-
tics.  Not that the political families always
prospered in the process as affection and
amicability often gave way to bad blood,
betrayal and belligerence. Chirag Paswan
will know better because he is “shell
shocked” by the action of his uncle
Pashupati Kumar Paras who “rebelled”
against his nephew for “disrespecting”

him. Disgruntlement with Chirag’s style of
functioning had come to the forefront when
a couple of LJP’s senior leaders switched
sides some time ago. Instead of introspec-
tion, the young leader’s detached look
appeared to have surprised his supporters.
Nothing succeeds like success, and failure
is an orphan.  The LJP’s poor showing in
the Assembly elections seem to have
emboldened his rivals in the party. All this
said, all is not lost for Chirag. He has a long
political journey ahead.  Bihar politics is
most likely to open up sooner than later.
Nitish Kumar cannot hold his own forev-
er.  Chinks in his armour have repeatedly
been exposed. Lalu Prasad is still in the
background. Undoubtedly, Tejashwi and
Chirag are the men to look out for.

Ganapathi Bhat | Akola

A GOOD DECISION
Sir — The Central Board of Secondary

Education (CBSE) has decided to go for a
‘30:30:40 formula’ — 30 per cent from Class
10 Board, 30 per cent from Class 11 exam,
and 40 per cent from Class 12 assessment
— to tabulate Class 12 results this year, the
Board informed the Supreme Court which
gave its green signal. The Council for Indian
School Certificate Examinations (CISCE)
has also decided to go for a similar formu-
la as the CBSE, except they have decided to
take the average of the last six years. 

The apex court said there was no ques-
tion of rolling back the decision of not hold-
ing exams. Students who are not satisfied
with the result will be given an opportuni-
ty to appear in examinations when condi-
tions are conducive for it. This is a good
decision and a fair one for all. This is the
best the powers that be can do right now.

Bhagwan Thadani | Mumbai
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Battle lines drawn
UP is going to witness a multi-cornered fight in the Assembly

poll, where Yogi and Akhilesh will be the main contenders

Will Bennett be able to stay afloat or go down the quicksand of a hopelessly

divided Knesset? His ousted rival Netanyahu has not thrown in the towel yet

PICTALK

Women work in a paddy field, in the absence of their family members who are staging a protest in Delhi against the new
farm laws, during the monsoon season at Daun Kalan village in Patiala PTI

WITH BENNETT
BEING 

PRO-SETTLEMENT,
HE IS LIKELY TO

FOLLOW A
HAWKISH POLICY

VIS-À-VIS
WEST BANK. 

THE TWO-STATE
SOLUTION,

DEFUNCT ANYWAY
SINCE 2007, AFTER
FATAH AND HAMAS

IRRETRIEVABLY
SPLIT, WILL 
ELUDE THE

LIBERALS AGAIN

LETTERS TO TTHE EDITOR

PRIYADARSHI DUTTA

Both countries would prefer to keep taking small steps that
would not alter the status quo on their core stands

T
he gradual recession of the second wave of

the Covid-19 pandemic should not make us

complacent and we must not let our guard

down. Vaccination is a time-consuming process,

a fact that should persuade us to continue to

adhere to Covid-19 appropriate behaviour. As it

is the experts are warning that there will be a third

wave of the Coronavirus outbreak as has been in

other countries like the UK. So if we have to pre-

vent the third wave or at least delay it till the max-

imum number of citizens are inoculated we need

to adhere to all Covid protocols in all seriousness.

Wearing masks is a non-pharmaceutical interven-

tion being made worldwide for the containment

of the pandemic. It is a proven fact that it saves

lives. A naked face or a face without a mask is an

open invitation to the virus. Masks should be of

high quality and worn properly. All sorts of masks

are now available in the market; they are bought

and used for whatever they are worth which is not

much. Only those masks that really serve the pur-

pose of preventing the transmission of the virus

should be allowed to be sold.

The Government can incentivise the produc-

tion of good quality masks and subsidise them.

Better still would be the procurement and distri-

bution of masks free of cost to citizens by the

Government.However, the way many people still

wear masks underlines the need for greater aware-

ness of how to wear the masks properly. A mask

below the nose, the mouth and the jaw is not a

protective armour against the virus. The intend-

ed purpose is served only when a mask fully cov-

ers the nostrils and the mouth and fits tightly.

Properly worn, good quality masks go a long way

towards halting the spread of the disease. We

must all make mask-wearing a habit till the pan-

demic comes to an end.

G David Milton | Maruthancode

Let masking-up become a habit

Can Israel be led by
a fragile coalition?

I
srael has got a new Prime
Minister after 12 years, an
exceptionally long period in
the history of the Zionist

country with splintered politics.
Not even David Ben-Gurion,
Israel’s first Prime Minister, had
served so long continuously in any
of his two stints i.e 1948-54 and
1955-63 as did Benjamin
Netanyahu in his second innings
before being ousted by Naftali
Bennett recently. Interestingly,
both Netanyahu and Bennett
came from the prestigious Israeli
commando unit Sayeret Matkal
also called Unit 269. Its motto –
“Who dares, wins” is likely to play
out in Israeli politics in the days
ahead. The fragile coalition of
Yamina, Yesh Atid, New Hope,
Blue and White, Yisrael Beitenu,
Meretz and Labour parties form-
ing the 36th Government is an
audacity of hope that might go
down the quicksands of a divid-
ed Knesset anytime. With Likud
still the single-largest party, only
one vote (60-59) differentiates the
ruling “Parliamentary Grouping”
from the Opposition.

Way back on May 17, 1999
Netanyahu was dislodged from
the prime ministerial post for the
first time. His then rival was an
Israeli Defence Forces’ General
whose moving elegy on
Netanyahu’s late brother Yonatan
Netanyahu (1946-76) formed a
part of the school curriculum in
Israel. Yonatan was martyred in
Operation Thunderbolt, or Israel’s
daring commando mission to
rescue Israeli passengers from the
hijacked Air France flight from
Entebbe Airport in Uganda on
July 4, 1976. The author of the
elegy was Ehud Barak, the man
who became the 10th Prime
Minister of Israel, by defeating
Netanyahu convincingly.

For a brief period between
1996 and 2001, Israel had exper-
imented with direct prime min-
isterial elections in a bid to arrest
political instability. It was, howev-
er, soon junked after Ehud Barak’s
incumbency lasted less than two
years, due to vicissitudes of Israeli
politics, despite the fact that the
Knesset completed its normal
four-year term. Exactly 20 years
later, it was interesting to find
Netanyahu pitching for a revival
of the system. He argued it could

SOUNDBITE
We did our best 
to keep away the 
supporters who
came to take part 
in the function. We
even closed the
gates of our party office.

Kerala Leader of Opposition

— VD Satheesan

Would like to see
the cessation of
hostilities be 
maintained in order
to give space for the
relevant parties to

work out arrangements to 
stabilise the situation.

United Nations Secretary-General
— Antonio Guterres

Whatever my equity
is today, is mainly
due to the success
of my social 
entertainers, which
made me connect
to the people of India.

Actor
— Ayushmann Khurrana

Met Dharmendra
Pradhan and 
proposed a revival
plan for the PCPIR
project in AP. This
plan will pave the
way for all round industrial 
development coupled with
employment in the region.

Andhra Pradesh Industries Minister

— Mekapati Goutham Reddy

Both India and
New Zealand have

got very strong
pace-bowling

attacks. India has
got a more 

balanced attack because they
have better spinners.

Former Australia captain
— Ian Chappell



Steering the boat 
safely amid Covid

WE AGREED TO TASK EXPERTS IN BOTH OUR

COUNTRIES TO WORK ON SPECIFIC

UNDERSTANDINGS ABOUT WHAT IS OFF-LIMITS.

— US PRESIDENT

JOE BIDEN

WE NEED TO THROW OUT ALL INSINUATIONS, SIT

DOWN AT THE EXPERT LEVEL AND START WORKING

IN THE INTERESTS OF THE US AND RUSSIA.

— RUSSIAN PRESIDENT

VLADIMIR PUTIN

S
everal States in India have started to open
up, with their respective lists of permitted
and restricted activities. While there is con-
cern about the undercounting of cases and

deaths in some States, the overall trend of a reced-
ing second wave is not being disputed. The fre-
netic rush and public anguish, which marked the
frequently futile search for hospital beds that
became the painful images of the second wave
are no longer the dominant themes of Indian or
international media reports. That, in itself, pro-
vides assurance that the second wave is ebbing.

However, it would be unwise to assume that
the turbulent waters of the second wave have
stilled and the boat is set on a safe course ahead.
We still need to see whether there will be a
rebound when the lockdown eases. There are
already reports of people rushing to tourist spots
and holiday resorts. Malls and restaurants are
crowded.  These represent the more affluent sec-
tions, but the signals they send can misguide the
rest of the population. Desire to live life to the full
is understandable after lockdowns but wisdom
must caution against abandonment of safe-
guards against a virus which still poses an active
threat. Common sense tells us that if some care-
less revellers start prancing around when the boat
has just left the rough sea, it can still capsize,
putting everybody in danger.

Even as we steady the boat, when it sails out
of choppy waters, we must watch the charts and
study the signals to see when it might be rocked
again by a third wave. Considerable speculation
has already commenced in the media about the
timing and contours of such a wave. Predictions
have been made, by mathematical modellers and
some epidemiologists, that we may be rocked by
the third wave in November this year. While the
accuracy of such predictions is uncertain, since
they are based on several assumptions, we do need
to be well prepared to meet such a threat when-
ever it arises. 

Several elements will determine the severity
of a third wave: the nature of variants in circu-
lation; the number of persons who have acquired
immunity from vaccination or recent infection;
the number of susceptible people who are avail-
able for the virus to infect  and cause symptomatic
illness; adherence of people to public health advi-
sories on wearing masks and avoiding crowds;
ability of public authorities to prevent super-
spreader events and the preparedness of our
health systems to ensure timely case detection,
supportive home care or assured hospitalisation
with competent service provision.

Our surveillance systems must be sharpened,
to detect the levels of circulating variants and
emergence of new forms. Case detection will need
to be based on both testing and clinical features
gathered by healthcare teams visiting homes. False
negative results from tests can be compensated
by adding clinical criteria (syndromic surveillance,
as used for other infectious disease outbreaks).
Genomic analysis of 5-10 per cent of all positive
test samples would be needed, with higher lev-
els of scrutiny for virus samples recovered from
international travellers. Since testing would pose
more challenges in rural areas, symptom-based
surveillance and contact-based quarantine would
have to be followed, along with the  use of rapid
antigen tests for spot diagnosis and mobile lab-
oratories to carry samples for RT-PCR testing to
authorised laboratories. 

Home care would be appropriate and ade-

quate for 80-85 per cent of all symp-
tomatically infected cases. Primary
health care teams must be trained
in providing supportive care and
monitoring. Symptoms, pulse
oximetry readings, temperature
should be part of daily monitoring
of such home-managed persons. If
the person is a diabetic, blood sugar
too should be monitored with a glu-
cometer. Telemedicine facilities
should be scaled up and standard-
ised, to support home management.
Prior planning should be done to
ensure timely transfer of a person
under home care to an intermedi-
ate or advanced care facility when
the need arises.

Sub-district, district and med-
ical college hospitals should be
equipped to handle a possible surge
of the third wave. It is difficult to
predict how severe it would be, as
it depends on the behaviour of the
virus and its different variants, as
well as the behaviour of people in
adhering to public health advisories
on masks, ventilation and avoidance
of crowding. However, strengthen-
ing of the healthcare infrastructure
and health workforce at various lev-
els of care is long overdue.This is an
opportunity to reduce the existing
disparities of healthcare provisions
between states and districts as well
as between urban and rural areas.

There is speculation in the
media that children will be more
affected in a third wave. It is pos-
sible that more children will be
exposed in an open society than
during the first wave when they

were mostly sheltered or even dur-
ing the second wave when they
were still partly guarded. Numbers
of susceptible adults may also
decrease by that time as several of
them would have been vaccinated
or infected by then. Nevertheless,
adults will still be far more likely to
have severe infection than children
where the vast majority will have
asymptomatic or mild infections.
Even so, expanding hospital ser-
vices for children, including inten-
sive care capacity, will still serve a
useful purpose by strengthening
paediatric care for many serious ill-
nesses. 

Vaccination must be speeded
up, with accelerated domestic pro-
duction and international procure-
ment. The number of vaccination
centres must be increased.
Vaccination in rural areas will
require careful planning of logistics,
sensitive communication for confi-
dence building, support for over-
coming technology barriers to reg-
istration and availability of close-to-
home vaccination centres. The
Delta variant poses challenges with
high infectivity and capacity for vac-
cine evasion, at higher levels than
the wild virus or the Alpha variant.
However, there is reassuring evi-
dence that the variant responds well
to two doses of all available vaccines.
So, we need to provide both doses
of vaccines to vulnerable persons,
identified by age and co-morbidi-
ties. Even pregnant women now
need to be regarded as candidates
for priority vaccination. 

The period of relative calm will
also give us time to build partner-
ships between and among govern-
ment services, local bodies, non-
governmental organisations, school
personnel, trade unions, industry
representatives, community groups
and citizen volunteers. Capacity-
building for concerted action
among these groups will give us the
collective strength to respond more
effectively to the third wave.
Whether to promote Covid-appro-
priate behaviour or to reduce vac-
cine hesitancy, local networks in
the community are vital.
Community based surveillance
systems can also give early alerts of
rising cases. 

We should also utilise this
opportunity to enhance health
and nutrition literacy to increase
immunity. Healthy diets and phys-
ical activity are vital for both
innate and adaptive immunity to
fight the virus and also for preven-
tion and control of non-communi-
cable diseases which are the pre-
dominant co-morbidities that pre-
dict poor outcomes in Covid infec-
tion. Promotion of healthy living
habits using the Covid platform,
will help foster future health and
well-being.

We need to prepare well for a
competent and concerted response
that can anticipate, avert or atten-
uate future public health emergen-
cies. By being forewarned and
forearmed, we can restrict the
third wave to a ripple rather than
a tidal wave. 

India needs to prepare well for a competent and concerted response that can
anticipate, avert or attenuate future public health emergencies

OUR
SURVEILLANCE

SYSTEMS MUST
BE SHARPENED,

TO DETECT 
THE LEVELS 

OF CIRCULATING
VARIANTS 

AND THE
EMERGENCE OF

NEW FORMS.
CASE DETECTION

WILL NEED 
TO BE BASED 

ON BOTH 
TESTING AND

CLINICAL
FEATURES

GATHERED BY
HEALTHCARE

TEAMS 
VISITING 

HOMES

A
couple of high decibel global events in picturesque locales dom-
inated headlines in the past few days while India grimly remem-
bered one year of a brutal military ambush in the north-east-

ern frontiers by China. This sets the stage in more ways than one
for a focused coalition of open dialogues between some of the rich-
est and largest democracies in the world.  One of the first few events
in these series was the new US president meeting old allies and not-
so-friendly regimes at various platforms like G7 and NATO besides
holding bilaterals on crucial world issues. This also signifies US’
rekindled interest in multilateral platforms and re-claiming its seat
on the global stage. The world economies have undergone a sig-
nificant change ever since the G7 started meeting formally in the
1970s. A couple in the G7 have lost their largest-economy status
and new ones like India and China have moved in.  China has gal-
loped to being an extremely voracious market for many European
luxury products, cars,etc., building significant interlocked linkages
with these economies. It has also leapfrogged on the global tech-
nology arena with its gigantic manufacturing units cornering a sig-
nificant share of the global supply chain for technology equipment.
Heady with its recent wealth and technology prowess, China has

also moved its military units to strategic locations in its neighbor-
hood while using its debt-trap diplomacy on weaker nations as the
‘velvet glove on an iron fist’. The post-2008 financial crisis world,
lulled by the need for large, addressable markets and money for spend-
ing, has been ignoring most of these strategic moves until 2020,
when suddenly a microbe jolted everyone out of their dream. Citizens
around the globe experienced their worst nightmares played out with
the Covid pandemic raging and bringing nation after nation down.
The only exception was China (from where the microbe originat-
ed), which in just two months was able to bring its economy back
on track while continuing with its technology and military maneu-
vers on the global stage. 

However, the world has perhaps learnt a lesson and despite
ambivalence among some open democratic countries,the majority
are willing to collaborate and work towards a new order. This is where
India bruised by China in the middle of the pandemic has a huge
opportunity.  The key narrative emerging from the recent global meet-
ings of world leaders has been to move away from a China-dictat-
ed supply chain and find new allies and friends. Strategically the
Indo-Pacific region therefore gains prominence in all top leader’s
dialogues. India has a geographical advantage of being right in the
middle of this theatre of global attention and action. The coming togeth-
er of US, Japan, Australia and India aboard the Quad focusing on
a peaceful Indo-Pacific is a challenge to China’s aggressive mili-
tary moves in that region. India has to move aggressively on QUAD,
bringing the other three allies on same page on shared issues of
concern. India currently is one of the largest vaccine makers in the
world and what most leaders agree is the world is as weak today
as the last unvaccinated person. The aim to put a jab on every shoul-
der cannot be achieved without India playing a significant role in the
process. This is also a huge money-making opportunity for the coun-
try while creating a specialisation in the emerging threat of biolog-
ical hazards preventive care. India has to negotiate with the big phar-
ma for manufacturing opportunities simplifying regulations for set-
ting up global units in the country in order to ease the manner of
doing business while working towards the dream of becoming the
pharmacy to the world.

(The writer is a policy analyst. The views expressed 
are personal.)

T
he period between
April 1 and June 5
found 30,071 children
in need of care of pro-

tection as 26,176 of them lost
either parent, 3,621 children lost
both parents and 274 children
were abandoned. Many of them
are ‘Covid Orphans.’ Of them
15,620 are boys, 14,447 girls and
four transgenders; 11,815 are in
the 8-13 age group and 5,107 in
the 4-7 age group. Nearly all of
them are in the care of a
guardian, a family member or
a surviving parent while the rest
are in shelter homes, orphan-
ages or with "special adoption
agencies."

The number of out-of-
home care children in need of
care and protection in India is
estimated to be about 2.4 crore
and the number is continuous-

ly on the rise. Several financial
support measures have been
announced for orphaned chil-
dren from the PM Cares Fund,
Ministry of Women and Child
Development and by States.
However, the issue remains
that these orphans’ needs in
terms of permanent homes
and settlement have to be taken
care of as a priority. 

Juvenile Justice (Care and
Protection of Children) Act,
2015 is primary legislation for
ensuring the safety, security,
dignity and well-being of chil-
dren. The orphans need to be
produced before Children
Welfare Committees (CWCs)
which decide whether the child
can be kept with the extended
family, in foster care with sup-
port or at State-run centres. The
Act also lays down procedures

for their adoption. However, in
practice, it has been found that
the courts are heavily clogged
with arrears and the adoption
proceedings take years. In 2015,
the Government instituted a
centralised online system CAR-
INGS (Child Adoption
Resource Information and
Guidance System) to facilitate
adoption primarily to check
abuse of adoption proceedings
by NGOs. Only prospective

parents registered on CAR-
INGS portal managed by
Central Adoption Resource
Agency (CARA) can adopt
children. CARA prefers
orphans under kinship care,
with shelter homes being the
last resort. A child under two
years is considered ‘legally free’
to be adopted if no one
approaches the shelter home for
two months. The waiting peri-
od is four months for older chil-
dren. As many as 5,693 children
were adopted in 2010 and 5,964
in 2011. After the institution of
CARA and CARINGS in 2015,
the pace of adoption has dis-
tinctly slowed down to 1881 in
2015-16, 3,210 in 2016-17and
2,160 in 2020-21. The pandem-
ic has slowed down the adop-
tion process further as it also
affected functioning of courts. 

There is a bias towards
adoption of infants. Over 80 per
cent of adoptions are of children
below two years. Litigation and
challenges end up delaying the
adoption process. In the last
three years, 174 cases ended in
disruption — termination of
adoption proceeding before
finalisation — and five cases
ended in dissolution — termi-
nation after finalisation.

Hundreds of adoption cases
are still pending in courts. An
amendment to the concerned
Act to transfer powers vested in
courts to District Magistrates in
order to speed up adoptions
process is awaiting Rajya Sabha
approval. The amendment also
seeks to give a prominent role
to District Magistrates in super-
intendence of Child Care
Institutions, mostly run by

NGOs supposedly under the
oversight of the Social Welfare
Department. It is found that the
NGOs are interested in getting
funding without properly pro-
viding even basic facilities of
food, hygiene and sanitation.
There have also been serious
complaints of abuse of inmates
in some of NGO-run facilities.

The 2015 law had ushered
in the concept of foster care in
India in which the child is
placed with a caregiver running
a residential child care facility
or in a private home of a foster
parent. They receive financial
support from Government.

The system provides per-
sonalized parental care in a
family-like environment to a
group of unrelated children in
a community setting. It is con-
sidered suitable for street chil-

dren who pass through a wean-
ing period prior to their place-
ment in individual foster care or
any other form of family-based
care. In the broader interest of
these children, there is a case for
evolving newer, more flexible
mechanisms that are less strin-
gent than full-scale legal adop-
tion or a formal foster-care
arrangement. One mechanism
is that of sponsorship charities
run by NGOs, which can be
adopted by the Government to
connect a donor/sponsor with
a particular child. It allows for
financial and emotional support
without the legal implications
on succession. Not only the
childless seeking adoption but
persons of means with children
can come forward under a
Government-managed system
to support children.

There is a need to remove bottlenecks and unburden the courts so that the process of providing permanent care facilities for orphans is speeded up
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FIND INDIA’S PLACE
IN THE WEST

World leaders want to shift from a China-dictated
supply chain and find new allies. This is our chance

POINTCOUNTERPOINT

The writer, a cardiologist
and epidemiologist, is

president, Public Health
Foundation of India. 
The views expressed 

are personal.

Covid orphans must be a priority care group 

SUBHASH C PANDEY

The writer is former
Special Secretary,

Ministry of Commerce
and Industry,

Government of India.
The views expressed are

personal.

KUMARDEEP BANERJEE

K SRINATH REDDY
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MONEY MATTERS

P
rivate sector lender Kotak
Mahindra Bank on
Thursday said its life

insurance arm expects to incur
a loss of up to Rs 275 crore
for the quarter ended June
2021 due to high fatalities in
India during the second wave
of COVID-19.  "Due to
increased claims and higher mortality related provisioning arising on
account of the second wave, the company expects to incur a loss for
the quarter ended June 2021 in the estimated range of Rs 225-275
crore on shareholder's account," Kotak Mahindra Life Insurance
Company said in a regulatory filing. The company said the
provisioning going forward will depend on the trends in mortality.
"The company continues to have a strong capital and solvency
position," the private insurer said.  Kotak Mahindra Life Insurance
Company said the foregoing extraordinary development and its
potential impact were discussed at a meeting of its board on June
16, 2021.

E
lectric vehicle maker Revolt
Motors on Thursday said it
has reduced the price of its

electric bike RV400 by Rs
28,201 to Rs 90,799 in the
wake of the recent changes in
the FAME II policy. The bike
was tagged at Rs  1,19,000 in
Delhi earlier. The RV400 comes
with a 3KW motor powered by a 72V 3.24 KWh lithium-Ion battery
that can churn out a top speed of 85km/hr. The bike comes with
various features like three riding modes - Eco, Normal and Sport –
each suiting to the riding style and needs of the driver. Last week,
the government made a partial modification in Faster Adoption and
Manufacturing of Electric Vehicles in India Phase II (FAME India
Phase II), including increasing the demand incentive for electric
two-wheelers to Rs 15,000 per kWh from the earlier uniform
subsidy of Rs 10,000 per KWh for all EVs, including plug-in hybrids
and strong hybrids except buses.

Revolt Motors slashes price of

electric bike RV400 by Rs 28k

K
hadi sales contracted by 16
per cent year-on-year to Rs
3,527.71 crore in 2020-21,

as spinning and weaving activities
across the country impacted due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
MSME ministry said on Thursday. 
The overall production in the
Khadi sector also declined to Rs
1,904.49 crore in 2020-21, as compared to Rs 2,292.44 crore in
2019-20, it added. The production and sales in the Khadi sector,
however, slightly declined as spinning and weaving activities across
the country took a major hit during the pandemic, the ministry said. 
"The overall production in the Khadi sector in 2020-21 was recorded
at Rs 1,904.49 crore as compared to Rs 2,292.44 crore in 2019-20,
while the overall Khadi sales stood at Rs 3,527.71 crore as
compared to Rs 4,211.26 crore in the previous year," it added.

MSME: Khadi sales decline 16

pc to Rs 3,527 crore in 2020-21 

B
oards of companies can now
approve annual financial
statements and matters related to

mergers, among others, at meetings
held through video conferencing and
other audio-visual means. Amid the
coronavirus pandemic resulting in the
shift from physical meetings to virtual ones, the Ministry of
Corporate Affairs (MCA) has amended rules pertaining to 'meetings
of board and its powers' under the Companies Act, 2013.  Nangia
Andersen LLP Partner Sandeep Jhunjhunwala said the Companies
Act always permitted conducting meetings through video
conferencing but key matters such as approving the financial
statements, board's report and prospectus required physical
meetings.  Acknowledging the difficulty always caused by the
ongoing pandemic, the MCA has eliminated the list of matters that
could be conducted through audio-visual means.

MCA eases rules for virtual

meetings  

Kotak Insurance arm expects to
incur up to Rs 275 cr loss in June 

PNS n BEIJING

Asian stock markets followed
Wall Street lower Thursday
after the Federal Reserve indi-
cated it might ease off eco-
nomic stimulus earlier than
previously thought.

Tokyo, Hong Kong and
Seoul fell while Shanghai
gained after Fed policymakers,
who previously forecast no
interest rate hikes before 2024,
estimated their benchmark
rate would be raised twice by
late 2023. The Fed also indi-
cated it sees the US economy
improving faster than expect-
ed. On Wall Street, the bench-
mark S&amp;P 500 index fell
0.5 per cent on Wednesday
after Fed projections showed
some of its board members
expect short-term interest
rates to rise by half a percent-
age point by late 2023. 

Ultra-low rates from the
Fed and other central banks
have propelled a global stock
market rebound from last
year's plunge amid the coro-
navirus pandemic.

“The Fed may have deliv-
ered a more hawkish message
for markets than many would
have expected,” Yeap Jun Rong
of IG said in a report. Still,
Yeap said, differing views

among board members sug-
gests “much will still depend
on how the economic recov-
ery will play out.” 

The Nikkei 225 in Tokyo
lost 1.1 per cent to 28,965.07
and Hong Kong's Hang Seng
was off less than 0.1 per cent
at 28,434.62. The Shanghai
Composite Index was up 0.2
per cent at mid-morning at
3,525.67.

The Kospi in Seoul sank 0.5
per cent to 3,261.05 and
Australia's S&amp;P-ASX 200
shed 0.4 per cent to 7,357.90.
New Zealand, Singapore and
Jakarta declined while
Bangkok advanced.

The Fed's announcement
Wednesday reflected growing
confidence in the US econo-
my as more people are vacci-

nated against
the coron-
avirus and business
activity revives.

Investors have
been worried the Fed
and other central
banks might feel pres-
sure to withdraw stim-
ulus to cool rising infla-
tion. Fed officials have said
they believe that inflation
will be short-lived,
a stance they
repeated Wedne
sday.

Fed chairman
Jerome Powell said
any changes are some way
off but conditions have
improved enough to
start discussing when to
slow bond purchases.

Panel on energy efficiency, low
carbon tech to be set up: Singh

Asian stocks follow Wall St lower
on Federal Reserve hints at hikes

Sensex drops 179 pts; Nifty ends below 15,700
PNS n MUMBAI

Equity benchmark Sensex
tumbled 179 points on
Thursday, weighed by losses in
index heavyweights HDFC
twins, ICICI Bank and Axis
Bank amid a largely negative
trend in global equities. The 30-
share BSE index ended 178.65

points or 0.34 per cent lower at
52,323.33. The broader NSE
Nifty declined 76.15 points or
0.48 per cent to 15,691.40.
IndusInd Bank was the top
loser in the Sensex pack,
shedding around 3 per cent,
followed by Dr Reddy's, NTPC,
Maruti, Axis Bank, Bajaj Auto,
Bharti Airtel and HDFC.  On the

other hand, UltraTech Cement,
TCS, Asian Paints and Infosys
were among the gainers. "Bulls
stepped back a bit following the
economic forecast by the US
Federal Reserve as the street
stayed cautious on the slow
economic recovery in emerging
markets unlike some of the
developed markets," said S

Ranganathan, Head of Research
at LKP Securities. The Fed's
policymakers said they would
raise their benchmark short-
term rate, which influences
many consumer and business
loans, twice by late 2023. 
They had previously estimated
that no rate hike would occur
before 2024.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Power and Renewable Energy
Minister R K Singh has said
that a committee will be set
up having members from all
relevant Ministries for imple-
mentation of the Roadmap
on Energy Efficiency and
low carbon technologies.

Singh chaired a high-level
meeting to review the
progress of various energy
efficiency programmes and
the preparedness for Climate
Change Actions in the coun-
try through video confer-
encing on Wednesday, a
power ministry statement
said. The purpose of this
high-level meeting was to
discuss activities in the field
of energy efficiency across all
sectors of the economy with
the objective of reducing CO2
emissions.

The minister said a con-
certed push for renewables is
already underway and a
detailed action plan will be
developed to identify poten-
tial areas.

He said that a committee/
group will be set up having
members from all relevant
Ministries for implementa-
tion of the Roadmap on
Energy Efficiency and low
carbon technologies.

Singh directed to keep

focus on sectors with highest
emissions intensity such as
Transport, Micro, Small &
Medium Enterpr ises
(MSMEs) and Power plants. 

He also discussed the activ-
ities defined under the
Mission document –
ROSHANEE – which has
been developed for imple-
menting a series of Energy
Conservation schemes across
the country.

He advised the Ministries
to take appropriate measures
on the demand-side initia-
tives to ensure that the
wastage of energy is mini-
mized and said that the
deployment of low carbon
technologies need to be taken
up on a massive scale, espe-

cially in the MSMEs, where it
is highly essential.

He instructed all the
departments that Electric
Mobility also should be more
aggressively pushed.

Singh, stressed that for bet-
ter implementation of all
energy efficiency schemes,
the institutional mechanism
in Bureau of Energy
Efficiency, CPSU under
Ministry of Power would be
strengthened.

Secretary Ministry of
Power, Alok Kumar high-
lighted that the cooling sec-
tor, cold storage and cooking
are key areas to focus on for
successfully achieving our
targets for CO2 emission
reduction.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Tech giant Google on
Thursday said Google.org - its
philanthropic arm - has
announced a grant of Rs 113
crore (USD 15.5 million) to
support procurement and
installation of about 80 oxygen
generation plants and
upskilling of healthcare work-
ers in rural parts of the coun-
try in partnership with various
organisations.

Google.org will support pro-
curement and installation of
about 80 oxygen generation
plants in healthcare facilities in
high-need and rural locations
with new grants of about Rs 90
crore (USD 12.5 million) to
GiveIndia and about Rs 18.5
crore (USD 2.5 million) to
PATH.

It will also finance efforts of
Apollo Medskills to help
upskill 20,000 frontline health
workers through specialised
training in COVID-19 man-
agement and strengthen the
stressed rural health work-
force and rural health sys-
tems. Towards this, Google.org
will make a Rs 3.6 crore (USD

500,000) grant to ARMMAN
to run skilling programs for
180,000 Accredited Social
Health Activists (ASHAs) and
40,000 Auxiliary Nurse
Midwives (ANMs) in 15
Indian states.

ARMMAN will also use the
grant to set up a call centre to
provide additional help and

advice for ASHAs and ANMs
where required.

"As India slowly emerges
from the crisis of the past few
months, it's been humbling and
inspiring to see individuals,
communities, institutions, and
governments work together to
manage the impact on a scale
we haven't experienced before.

"Our focus at Google has
been on making sure people
have the information and tools
they need to stay informed,
connected, and safe," Google
India Country Head and Vice
President Sanjay Gupta said.

The company is broadening
its COVID-19 support efforts
to help strengthen India's
healthcare infrastructure and
workforce -- especially in rural
areas, he told reporters in a vir-
tual briefing.

Google announces Rs 113-cr grant to set
up O2 plants, upskill rural health workers

PNS n MUMBAI

Lockdowns imposed by the
states in April and May to con-
tain the second wave of the
deadly COVID-19 pandemic
has likely led to the economy
contracting 12 per cent in the
June quarter as against 23.9 per
cent contraction in the same
quarter in 2020, says a broker-
age report.

The economy had its worst
contraction on record in FY21
at 7.3 per cent as the 2.5
months of unplanned lock-
down announced by the cen-
tre with just a four-hour notice
had crippled the economy in
the first quarter with a massive
23.9 per cent contraction,
which improved to -17.5 per
cent in the second quarter. 

But the economy showed a
sharp V-shaped recovery from

the second half when it post-
ed a 40 bps positive growth and
in Q4 clipping at 1.6 per cent,
containing the overall con-
traction at 7.3 per cent for the
year.

This 12 percentage point
contraction will have the econ-

omy missing a sharp V-shaped
recovery this time around,
unlike seen last year after the
national lockdown was lifted,
as consumer sentiment
remains very weak this time
around as people are more
worried about the pandemic

than last year, says Swiss bro-
kerage UBS Securities India.  

Quoting in-house data from
UBS-India activity indicator,
Tanvee Gupta Jain, the econo-
mist at the Swiss brokerage,
says the indicator suggests that
economic activity has con-
tracted an average of 12 per
cent in the June 2021 quarter
as against 23.9 per cent in June
2020 quarter.

This is despite the indicator
rebounded to 88.7 in the week
to June 13, up 3 per cent
week-on-week after many
states eased localised mobility
restrictions from the last week
of May. 

Though the brokerage
expects a sequential pick-up in
economic activity from June, it
believes that the economy may
gain traction only from the
second half.

Economy likely contracted 12% in Q1: Report

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Indian economy requires a
Rs 3 lakh crore fiscal stimulus,
including cash transfer to
households through Jan Dhan
accounts to spur economic
growth amid the pandemic,
industry chamber CII said on
Thursday and pitched for
appointment of a 'Vaccine Czar'
for speedy vaccination coverage.
CII President T V Narendran
also said the chamber expects
GDP to grow at 9.5 per cent in
2021-22 as the strong growth in
the second half of the fiscal year
will be supported by robust
external demand and large-scale
coverage of vaccination,

allowing resumption of
economic activity.
He advocated for appointment
of a "Vaccine Czar" for
vaccination coverage.The new
president said suitable fiscal
measures to alleviate the stress
of people impacted by the
second wave of COVID-19 are
the need of the hour. The Indian
economy is a consumption-led
economy and the pandemic has
impacted the consumer demand
and due to this, the chamber
has called for measures such as
cash transfer as a number of
actions are needed to deal with
this demand shock "Fiscal
stimulus of Rs 3 lakh crore is
required.”

CII pitches for Rs 3 L-crore fiscal
stimulus to push economic growth

PNS n COLOMBO

India has extended a USD
100 million Line of Credit to
Sri Lanka to help the island
nation finance various projects
in the solar energy sector and
ensure that the country's 70
per cent power requirements
are fulfilled by renewable ener-
gy sources by 2030.

An agreement signed
between the Sri Lankan gov-
ernment and the Export-
Import Bank of India was
exchanged by High
Commissioner of India to Sri
Lanka Gopal Baglay and
Secretary to the Treasury S R
Attygalle in the presence of Sri
Lankan President Gotabaya
Rajapaksa on Wednesday.

"A glorious new chapter in
the multi-faceted partnership
between India and SriLanka!
An agreement extending US$
100 million Line of Credit to
#lka for solar energy projects

was exchanged today in the
presence of Hon'ble President
H E @GotabayaR @MFA_
SriLanka @PresRajapaksa,”
Indian High Commission in
Sri Lanka said in a tweet.

This USD 100 million LOC
will help finance various pro-
jects in the solar energy sector
in Sri Lanka, including those
announced during the
Founding Conference of the
International Solar Alliance

(ISA) held in March 2018,
such as rooftop solar photo-
voltaic systems for households
and government buildings, the
High Commission said in a
statement.

President Rajapaksa and the
High Commissioner of India
discussed the striking similar-
ity in the national objectives
outlined by India and Sri
Lanka in connection with solar
energy, it said.

PNS n NEW DELHI

India's sugar production rose
13 per cent till June 15 in
2020-21 marketing year at
306.65 lakh tonnes on high-
er sugarcane production,
according to trade data.

"Sugar mills across the
country have produced 306.65
lakh tonnes of sugar between
1st October 2020 and 15th
June 2021.  This is 35.54 lac
tonnes higher than 271.11
lac tonnes produced at the
same time last year," Indian
Sugar Mills Association
(ISMA) said in a statement.

Only five mills are current-
ly operating in the country.
In Uttar Pradesh, sugar pro-
duction stood at 110.61 lakh
tonnes till June 15 of 2020-21
as against 126.30 lakh tonnes
in the corresponding period
of the previous year.

PNS n MUMBAI

The Indian rupee continued its
downward journey on
Thursday, sliding another 76
paise to close below the 74 per
US dollar level, tracking a
strong greenback overseas
after the US Federal Reserve
surprised the market by sig-
nalling rate hike sooner than
expected.

At the interbank forex mar-
ket, the domestic unit opened
weak at 73.65 against the
American currency, then lost
further ground and finally
closed at 74.08, showing a fall
of 76 paise over its previous
close.  On Wednesday, the
rupee had settled at 73.32.

The local unit witnessed an
intra-day high of 73.57 and a
low of 74.08 against the green-
back.  The domestic currency
has lost 128 paise in the eight
trading sessions to Thursday.

Meanwhile, the dollar
index, which gauges the green-

back's strength against a bas-
ket of six currencies, rose 0.60
per cent to 91.67.

"Indian Rupee depreciated
amid strong dollar. Further,
risk aversion in the global
markets and disappointing
macroeconomic data added
downside pressure," said Saif
Mukadam, Research Analyst,
Sharekhan by BNP Paribas.

"Dollar gained strength as
US Federal Reserve surprised
market by signalling rate hike
sooner than expected. Their
median projection showed
central bank lifting their
benchmark rate to 0.6 per
cent from near zero by the end
of 2023," Mukadam said.

PNS n BENGALURU

Swedish home furnishing
retailer IKEA announced on
Thursday the launch of its
eCommerce services and
mobile shopping app in
Bengaluru. There will be over
8,000 home furnishing prod-
ucts and solutions to choose
from, it said in a statement.

The company opened its
second IKEA India store in
Navi Mumbai in December
2020. IKEA already has online
presence in Hyderabad,
Mumbai, Pune, Ahmedabad,
Surat, and Vadodara.

The IKEA mobile shop-
ping app features product rec-
ommendations, ratings, and
reviews, along with "easier"
searching and browsing expe-
rience, the statement said.

Customers can also find a
built-in barcode scanner
which will help them learn
more details about the prod-
ucts, including materials and

dimensions, it was stated.
IKEA India CEO & CSO

(Chief Sustainability Officer)
Peter Betzel said Karnataka is
a very important market for
IKEA and Bengaluru is one of
the largest home furnishing
markets in India.

The company will also open
a big IKEA store, close to
400,000 sq.ft. at Nagasandra
here within a year, and this
store will be connected to the
Nagasandra metro station.

"Over time, we will also
open a city centre store with-
in Bengaluru to be even more
accessible and connect with
many more people," Betzel
said.

India extends $ 100 million
Line of Credit to Sri Lanka 

Sugar production
up 13 per cent so
far this market yr
at 307 lakh tonne 

Rupee slumps 76 ps,
settles below 74/USD 

IKEA enters Bengaluru
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ivorce is not a bad
word! If you’ve taken a
divorce, it’s no scandal.
Why don’t we look at
it in the form of
empowering someone?

You are ending a toxic or loveless
marriage! We are moving
towards a very inclusive world,
actress Minissha Lamba and
Ryan Tham tied the knot in 2015.
Things turned complicated when
five years into the marriage she
announced her divorce from the
restaurateur in August last year.
This came as a shock for her fans
recently but Lamba added that it
was an amicable separation and
the idea of falling in love again is
helping her heal! 

In a way, the pandemic has
acted not only as an agent of
change for marriage but as an
accelerant because inquiries with
divorce lawyers heated up during
the lockdown, while 58% of sur-
veyed indians said that the pan-
demic strengthened their mar-
riage. Strong unions got stronger
but the fractured, split wide
open! Life strategist and transfor-
mational facilitator Arpita
Bhandari feels we must address
the discomfort around the idea of
divorce and have more conversa-
tions about it — “Divorce is
understood as a legal termination
of marital bond. Come to under-
stand the meaning of marriage
and divorce in an Indian context,
these are concepts that come with
very deeply embedded beliefs,

values and morals. It’s no surprise
that divorce is a taboo in Indian
society and so much of it has to
be done by its own people who
experience a great deal of dis-
comfort at the very idea of it. The
concept is seen as foreign and is
often ridiculed by those who see
the bond of matrimony as a per-
manent one for several ‘lifetimes’.
I wanna know why!”

As if stigma and pride weren’t
enough, divorce was once legally
impossible or impossibly burden-
some. But the strategist enlight-
ens us, little do they know that
trapping people in unhappy mar-
riages can have profound, nega-
tive consequences! Loosened
restrictions on divorce are corre-
lated with an 8% to 16% decrease
in female suicides and a 30%
decrease in domestic violence. “A

key reason we find ourselves
where we were fifty years ago has
to do with the deep conditioning
that takes place as early as when
an individual is in his founda-
tional years, via family. The very
popular saying ‘log kya kahenge’
is still very prevalent in our soci-
ety despite the progress we’ve
made as a country! Even 20 years
back, in a large percentage of
families, men were seen as the
primary breadwinners of a family
while women took over house-
hold chores and child-rearing
responsibilities. This led women
to be more and more dependent
on their male counterparts, espe-
cially financially, leaving them
with no choice but to become
complacent even in times of
adversity such as domestic vio-

lence, mental and sexual abuse.
This culture further reinforced
the idea of ‘permanent bonds’
between partners promoting the
stigma attached to divorce,” she
adds.

“Infidelity, extramarital affairs,
physical and psychological
incompatibility, dissatisfied sexu-
al life, financial insecurity and
job losses, altercations with in-
laws and harassment by them
during prolonged stay at home
are the main reasons for seeking
of divorce during the pandemic,”
says city advocate Kupilli
Muralidhar.

While there’s another facet to
this that we tend to overlook —
the liberalisation of divorce laws
free many couples from unhappi-
ness, literally saving the lives of
women shackled to abusive men
or vice versa! What can we learn?
Undoubtedly, we need better
marriages. 

News that billionaires Bill and
Melinda Gates were ending their
marriage has received widespread
attention! However, our excep-
tional interest in celebrities as a
facile fascination with the lives of
the rich and famous misses the
point. They have still maintained
that both of them will continue
to work together in their philan-
thropic activities even after
divorce. So, divorce can be
painful or stressful, but it isn’t
bad. Moving on from an
unhealthy has its own set of diffi-

culties that no one can actually
prepare you for. From taking
your time to heal from this mas-
sive heartbreak to feeling there’s
no shame in getting divorced,
you can take many correct steps
in the right direction to heal
from it. The transformation
coach guides, “Individuals who
chose to embark their journey
into singlehood should accept the
situation as is and mould them-
selves in such a way that their life
remains theirs to live and not the
society to dictate it for them.
Transition to singlehood is not
an easy process especially if
there’s a child involved! As a sin-
gle parent myself, I’ve had to deal
with numerous obstacles both on
personal and professional fronts.
Give yourself all the time that is
required to come into an accep-
tance of situation, seek profes-
sional help, know your self
worth, learn from mistakes,
refuse a stagnant life, attract
opportunities and lastly, equip
yourself with skills and knowl-
edge to feel empowered and
independent. It’s just you who’s
incharge of the steering the wheel
of your life.”

Divorce is a part of the journey
that life takes you through. It is
accompanied  by bittersweet
lessons that allow us to progress
as humans. 

So, ask yourself today, why, as
a society, do we show so much
resistance to growth and change?

‘LOG TOH 
KEHTE HI RAHENGE'

It is the 21st
century and still
divorce is
looked down
upon!The
Pioneer's
SHIKHA
DUGGAL talks
to experts on
how we, as a
society, can
ensure two
individuals'
hard parting is
less painful. 

D
volving as a design-
er is all about jux-
taposing various
layers of your life
over your craft. At
times, it involves

research and technique explo-
ration, sometimes, it is about
interaction with artisans and
creative individuals, and other
times, it is more instinctive
and spontaneous. Celebrities
from various fields such as cin-
ema, theatre, dance, music and
sports make interesting muses
for designers all over the
world. These muses lend their
own personality to the cre-
ations and tend to bring the
garments to life. They are
trendsetters that people admire
and emulate. We have always
strived to make a statement
with our muses from various
fields, Bollywood being one of
them.

As designers, our design
philosophy has always been
“more is less”. We have never
shied away from maximalism.
RAH creations tend to have
several colours, techniques,
embroideries, cultural and his-
torical references layered over
each other. Recreating generic
florals  and Mughal motifs
alone have never been a way of
design for us. Our take on
design and its process is holis-
tic and intuitive. The same
comes into play when we
make costumes for our
Bollywood projects. Our love
for both travel as well as vin-
tage textiles provide us with a
wide array of inspiration to
draw upon and that reflects in
both our couture collections as
well as the work we do for
styling Bollywood projects. We
feel that whenever the audi-
ence sees our film costumes
either on celluloid or in real
life, they should take back
something new from it every
time and keep revisiting it in
their thoughts even after the
end credits have rolled. That is
the underlying effect we want
to have on the audience
through the clothes we make.

Working on Bollywood pro-
jects such as Padmaavat and
Housefull 4 is not just about
creating stunning garments
but also depicting the creative
team’s vision for the characters
and the storyline as authenti-
cally as possible. The costumes
have to evolve in the same way
the look of every character
evolves through the film.
Working with celebrities such
as Deepika Padukone, Ranveer

Singh, Shahid Kapur and
Akshay Kumar means that we
need to strike the right balance
between the actors’ reel and
real personas when it comes to
styling them. These power-
houses of talent tend to dive in
and wholly imbibe their char-
acters. There are times, on set
that, one feels that we are
interacting with the character
and not the actor; and the
clothes have to be in sync with
the characters’ moods as well
as the overall flow of the nar-
rative, bringing out the charac-
ter’s arc, the underlying emo-
tions as well the intricate
nature of the plot. So the
colour palette, fabrics, embroi-
deries, prints and other surface
ornamentations all have to be
worked out accordingly. We do
extensive research on the char-
acters we are working on and
always try to imbibe the cul-
tural and historical influences
into each character’s look and
garments.

For all the films, we have
done in the past and are cur-
rently working on, our endeav-
our has always been to not just
make costumes but clothes
that have subliminal layers,
that speak a language, express
the various nuances of the plot
and bring out the cinematic
journeys the characters under-
take as they make their way
through the narrative. As
designers, we tend to explore
new dimensions of detailing
through the entire exercise of
designing costumes and
styling them for a film project.
The process of creating the
costumes for Bollywood pro-
jects is always one of constant
evolution, a new learning
experience every day. It is
interesting for us, as designers,
how our perception of drama
in clothes also undergoes a
change while working on these
projects.

Besides working on the
films, we regularly work with a
number of celebs for their per-
sonal appearances. The idea of
collaborating with people from
various fields of the arts is
always an exciting prospect for
a designer. Couture is all about
expression, and the synergy
created by working with a fel-
low creative individual helps in
creating fashion that is art.
Dressing Bollywood celebrities
definitely help us to connect
with our target audience who
tend to look up to celebs for
their sartorial style and get
inspired by them.

Couture: All
about expression

ou understand things
and people better
when you know and
listen to more of them.
Same goes with under-
standing and being an

ally to the LGBTQIA+ communi-
ty. So here’s how it can start. With
the onset of the 51st Pride month,
Audible has come out with a spe-
cial selection of stories from and
about LGBTQIA+ creators. From
tales of a gay man’s experiences in
war-torn Afghanistan, to a chron-
icle of growing up as a transgen-
der woman in India, Audible
brings you these must-listen titles
for Pride Month:

The Carpet Weaver

Written by Nemat Sadat and
narrated by Abhishek Ajay

Sharma, The Carpet Weaver is a
sweeping tale of a young gay
man’s struggle to come of age and
find love in the face of brutal per-
secution. He is in the desperate
search for a place to call home-
and the fervent hope of reuniting
with his beloved Maihan.

Funny Boy:

Novelist Shyam Selvadurai's
coming of age novel is a story of
Arjie Chelvaratnam, a Tamil boy
growing up in an extended family
in Colombo, non-conforming to
gender norms. As Arjie falls in
love with a queer Sinhalese class-

mate, he’s forced to confront the
hardening borders and violence
of ethnic difference.

Queeristan:

In this genre-defying book,
narrator and author Parmesh
Shahani — vice president at
Godrej Industries Ltd — draws
from his decade-long journey in
the corporate world as an out and
proud gay man to make a cogent
case for LGBTQ inclusion and lay
down a step-by-step guide to
reshaping office culture in today’s
India.

Call Me By Your Name:

The story, which has been
adapted into a film, conjures a
romance between two young
men, Elio and Oliver, in an Italian
seaside town. The book establish-
es Andre Aciman as a poet of the
drunken senses and the audio-
book will sway you away with the
sheer depth of Hammer’s voice.

So Now You Know:

This Vivek Teluja’s memoir
about growing up as a gay man in
the 1990s. He realised at the age

of eight that he was but Anupam
Kher’s stereotypical gay man’s
character in the movie Mast
Kalandar made him shy away
from his identity. The story is
funny, poignant, heartwarming,
and heart-breaking all at once.

Red Lipstick:

Red
Lipstick is the
story of
Laxmi, born
as a male,
who quashes
gender
norms while
experiencing
the preju-
dices of fem-
ininity and
masculinity.
Racy, unapologetic, dark and
exceptionally candid, her stories
with men open a window to a
brave new world.

Mae Martin's Guide to 21st
Century Addiction and
Sexuality:

Mae Martin is an award-win-
ning Canadian comedian, writer
and presenter of podcast
GrownUp Land. In these two col-
lected BBC Radio 4 series, she
explores her generation’s views on
addiction and sexuality. 

The voices of PrideY
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n a world of strin-
gently catalogued
materials and well-
documented
sourced pieces, the
beauty of what is

produced locally would be
easy to overlook. But the eth-
nic pride demands to be
heard. The gentle strokes in
hand-painted pieces, the intri-
cate weaves in carpets and the
well-proportioned carvings in
furniture speak of artisanal
glory that should be reason
enough to go local. Amid the
realisation of the artistic lure
in such elements, the
approach gives a first-hand
engagement with the local art
community that infuses sensi-
bility to all the collaborative
creations. Where there is a
‘local’ touch, there is more
than what we see — crafts-
manship, a small town priding
over the origin of the style and
a story that the patterns yearn
to tell. The localised style is
both beauty and lore, all in
itself. Their aesthetic sparks a
connection with the story in
the creation of a piece.
Handwoven fabrics carrying a
cross weave come out as an
Ikkat, while block-printed
kalamkari or chintz go from
one hand to another to com-
plete the essential look.
Different people from differ-
ent locations, each possessing
their flair, come together to
make a single piece of fabric
for a locally-sourced design.
Variations in printed Jaipur
cotton, plain Benaras silk and
Kashmir Crewel Wool et al,
become a great choice for car-
pets, bed linen and other inte-
rior accessories that echo their
legacy. Breathable counter-
parts in chenille cotton or

plain linen befit the upholstery
more than any other material.
Chenille cotton looks exactly
like what it means in French
— a caterpillar!
Contemporised design collec-
tions have a soft spot for quilt-
ed combinations that create a
unique statement with the
assorted character. A skillful
play of the weaves, patterns
and dyes articulate the theme
of a space that embraces the
local vibe.

The native colour palettes
are all about the extremes —
they are either vivid or a sim-
ple neutral. A dash of artistry
brings to the fore a kaleido-
scopic mix with walls finished
in the araish style from
Rajasthan or red oxide floors
prominently found in South
India. Intricate works of
Palitana or Athangudi tiles
make a stunning native state-
ment with a stimulative tactile
finish that live up to the all-
local standard of perfection.
The hues also favour a region-
al theme — vibrant hues with

embroidery and fabrics pos-
sess a northern touch, while
neutrals with metallic brass
and brunette tints usher in the
southern vibe. More elements
such as pillars, window
shades, decorative niches and
other modes of ornamentation
explore the cultural roots in a
maximalist sense.

When there is a call for
extravagance, particular styles
and time-honoured tech-
niques come into play. Rich
stone inlays in tables, symbolic
motifs on its sides and mythi-
cal figurines which form a
centrepiece, indoors, owe their
chimaera to local craftsman-
ship. The authentic charm is
overstated when marked by
folk art or native murals in
terracotta or brass that cele-
brate the silhouettes, the
organic paints and the loving-
ly handcrafted make. Metal
screens, latticed partitions and
other scaled-up embellish-
ments honour the local crafts-
men’s eye for detail, aestheti-
cised accuracy and harmony.

The creations uphold the fact
that metals, earth, and other
naturally sourced materials are
best left in the hands of our
native artisans.

On an eco-sensitive note, an
interior boasting some hand-
woven rattan panels in the
seaters, cushioned bamboo
ottomans, cane sideboards or
wicker showpieces stay light
on the sustainability scale.
Every element of the interior
— luminaires, shelves, louvres
and more can undergo an eco-
friendly experiment at the
hands of skilled karigars. The
mark of authenticity and low-
energy production make the
line of décor enter a whole
new dimension of design that
is sensible, sensorial and sen-
sational — all at the same
time.

Ethnic pride is all about
bridging the gap between the
old and the new, and explor-
ing the in-between. Most local
elements become the voice of
a culture or a community or
both. It is seen that restored

relics, antiquated accessories
and pre-loved charms revive
the life of the one-of-a-kind
pieces of art and make a strik-
ing, conversation-worthy cor-
ner in space. Layering the
interior with repurposed brass
chains, upcycled tassel screens
or any other piece of striking
local statement completes the
picture. There is a second
chance for the culturally
sound pieces to represent their
rich past with a nostalgic
touch. When reassured with
ethical sourcing of materials,
these pieces open an array of
benefits that further go
beyond the beaut factor.

And not to limit the repre-
sentation in its pure form, the
local techniques can and
should be explored to create
works or pieces that have a
worldwide appeal taking the
craft from ‘local’ to ‘global’.
‘Going Local’ ranks the
domestic, all-natural line of
making, over the market of
synthetic chemicals, subtly
encouraging conscious con-
sumerism down the road. The
reduced carbon footprint cou-
pled with the support for local
communities upstages the ‘go
local’ trend in design fraterni-
ty much higher, compared to
other fields. This conscious
trend would mark the begin-
ning of a socially, ecologically
conscious future in the design
world.

(The writer is the Creative
Director of I’m the Centre for
Applied Arts, a design studio
specialising in bespoke interi-

ors, furniture and accessories.)

Punam Kalra
highlights
why
partaking of
the goods
produced by
local artisan
communities
is the need of
the moment,
both socially
and
ecologically

REVIVING
ETHNIC PRIDE

I

arble decor is a
great way to
add unusual
drama and
charm to any
space. You can

bring the opulent beauty
of marble to your home,
befitting any corner. As
much as we admire this
natural stone’s appear-
ance, marble’s distinctive
colour and meandering
veins never go out of
style. Its interpretation of
colours and patterns in
interiors add dynamism,
glamour and a richness to
the spaces.

Ramesh Bhandari,
Director, A Class Marble,
shares how to tap into the
elegant stone’s chic vigor
by using it in the follow-
ing ways:

Accent your walls
and floors

Key architectural fea-
tures such as walls and
floors are the focal point
of any interior. This cen-
tral space in your home
can benefit from a combi-
nation of richness and
natural texture. Unleash
your bold choices with a
black and bronze palette,
adding to timeless and
purest shades. Using these
hues for inlays also adds
beauty to the floors and

walls as well as sophistica-
tion to the space.

Create a statement
ceiling

The fifth wall is a blank
canvas, just waiting to be
put to good use. Take full
advantage of the ceiling
and create a bold state-
ment. Add an artistic
flourish to your living
room by using marble to
create a design that
anchors your space.

Add artistic touch by
accessories and art-
work

Enhance the aesthetic
spirit of your home with
marble accessories and
artworks, ranging from
marble wall art to display
items and sculptures. Go
bold by adding bold
colours that highlight
your marble decor, acces-
sories, and artwork which
can befit in any space.

Make it pop

Each design and pattern
of marble display
enhances the beauty of
the space offering a one-
of-a-kind experience. A
simple centre table or a
sleek dining table and
chairs having marble tops,
coupled with black and
bronze for the TV unit

and other furnishings, all
contribute to the room’s
trendy appearance,
improve the experience
and bring an unexpected
uniqueness to your home.

Redefine your
Bathroom spaces

While we often consid-
er bathroom spaces as the
least important in the
house in terms of styling
them, the beauty of the
marbles won’t let you feel
that again. Marble is a
versatile material that also
contributes to the appeal
of the bathrooms. A tran-
quil space in itself, deco-
rate the bathrooms with
white marble having gold
or black veins to create a
serene atmosphere.

Colour has the power to
transform a space,
whether it’s a bold accent
wall or an unexpected
ceiling. With the world at
large feeling like it’s at a
standstill, and nothing but
bad news filling our
newsfeeds, people are
bringing some excitement
and joy into their lives
with bold colours and
interior decoration. Now
that you know where to
use marble to luxe up
your space, go ahead and
use it to create chic interi-
ors. 

M

Add a touch of
luxury to your home



harwanand who
was last seen in
romantic drama
Jaanu alongside
Samantha
Akkineni, is cur-

rently working with RX 100
fame Ajay Bhupathi for an
action drama Maha
Samudram. He has already
won the hearts of his fans
and the movie lovers with
his performance in previous
films. The critically
acclaimed Prasthanam,
Malli Malli Idi Rani Roju
and other movies proved
that he has the ability to
portray mature chatracters.
His rom-coms Run Raja
Run, Express Raja, and
Mahanubhavudu showed
Sharwanand is equally
comfortable in comic roles.
Now according to the latest
update, Sharwanand has
signed an upcoming new
Telugu film which will be
helmed by a short film
director Deepak Reddy.

Deepak Reddy is known

for his short film Manasa
Namaha, which won many
International Awards and
now he is planning to make
his debut as a director in
Telugu film Industry with
Sharwanand-starrer.

The popular UV
Creations banner which
introduced many newcom-
ers is going to bankroll
Deepak Reddy’s directorial

venture.
The sources say that the

producers of UV Creations
are very impressed with the
story which was narrated by
Deepak Reddy, so they
decided to produce the
film. 

Reports are coming that
Sharwanand, who also liked
his character, gave his green
signal for the film.

annada beauty Rashmika
Mandanna who is currently
busy shooting for Allu Arjun-
starrer Pushpa, a pan India
film, which is directed by
Sukumar of Rangasthalam

fame, is the most trending and sought-
after actors of Telugu cinema who is
also making her Bollywood debut very
soon. The makers have already released
the film teaser. The film’s teaser offered
a couple of glimpses of Rashmika
Mandanna’s village belle avatar.
Recently during the interview,
Bheeshma girl spoke about Pushpa and
expressed her confidence.

Rashmika Mandanna said that her
role would leave her fans pleasantly sur-
prised. Her character in Pushpa would
take everyone by surprise. Rashmika
added, “It’s a village girl character and it
has a lot of scope for the  performance.”

The makers of Pushpa have already
announced that the movie will be

released in two parts.
Mollywood star
Fahadh Faasil
has been roped
in to play the
main antago-
nist.

Pushpa is
being
bankrolled by
Mythri Movie
Makers and
Muttamsetty Media,
and it has the music by
Devi Sri Prasad.

Pushpa features Icon Star Allu Arjun
in the role of a red sandalwood smug-
gler. Most of the film is being shot in
the interiors of some forests in AP.

Meanwhile, Rashmika was last seen
playing the female lead role in Tamil
film Sulthan, in which she was paired
with Karthi. The film was directed by
Bakkiyaraj Kannan.
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MY CHARACTER HAS A LOT

OF SCOPE FOR PERFORMANCE: 

haman is known for his thumping and teasing
music casting a magic spell on movie lovers.
Movie lovers still cannot forget the magic he creat-
ed with Allu Arjun’s Ala Vaikunthapuramlo. He is
currently scoring music for high-profile films like
Akhanda, Tuck Jagadish, Sarkaruvari Paata, and

Agent.
In the meantime, Thaman is set to entertain music
lovers in the USA with the musical show Ala

Americapuramulo. Hamsini
Entertainment which is known for

organizing music shows across
the world is organizing this
biggest musical show in the US.
Hamsini Entertainment earlier
organized musical concerts
with AR.Rahman and Anirudh
Ravichander.

Thaman is now the most
sought-after music director and
he is also scoring BGM for a
Bollywood film titled
Sooryavanshi. Thaman will tour
the US as a part of this program
in August and September and
perform live in Washington
D.C, Chicago, New Jersey, San
Jose, and Dallas. 

ajamouli’s RRR
is generating
immense inter-
est among movie
lovers across the
country. It is

coming out that Bollywood
beauty Alia Bhatt is giving
RRR utmost importance
among her current projects.

She already allotted dates
on first preference to RRR

and reports have it that
she even slashed her
remuneration for the
project. Alia who
charges more than Rs 10
crore per project is now
charging on a daily
basis. 

Apparently, she is get-
ting Rs 50 lakh per day
and for her 14 days
schedule, she will get Rs
5-7 crore. Now reports
are coming that
Rajamouli asked Alia to
shed weight for her role
and Alia is working hard
for the same in the gym.

Alia is playing the role
of Seeta, Ram Charan
playing the role of Alluri
Seetha Rama Raju. NTR
is seen in the role of

Komaram Bheem. The film
also stars Ajay Devgn,
Olivia Morris, Shriya
Sharan, Samuthirakhani,
Ray Stevenson, and Alison
Doody in important roles. 

ctress Tamannaah Bhatia has been roped in as the
host of the debut season of the cooking reality show
“Master Chef Telugu”. Vijay Sethupathi will host the
Tamil version, Prithviraj Sukumaran the Malayalam
version and Kichcha Sudeep will host Kannada ver-
sion of the show.

“I’m very excited about this development. I’ve
always been extremely passionate about

cooking and food as a subject matter.
Owing to my chaotic shooting

schedule I’ve never been able to
fully commit myself to the love
for culinary creativity,”
Tamannaah said.

She added, “But yes I do
enjoy cooking up a storm in
the kitchen once in a while for
my loved ones in my free
time. I can’t wait to treat
myself to all the exotic culi-
nary delights on set. It’s
going to be extremely excit-
ing and gratifying.”

Sharwanand may team up with
short film maker Deepak Reddy

Tamannaah, Vijay Sethupathi,
Prithviraj, Sudeep to host

‘Masterchef’ South versions

THAMAN TO
ENTERTAIN WITH

ALA AMERICA

PURAMULOO
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RASHMIKA
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Alia Bhatt hits gym for RRR



AFP n ROME

I
taly became the first team to
reach the knockout stage of
Euro 2020 as midfielder

Manuel Locatelli scored twice in
a 3-0 win over Switzerland in
Rome on Wednesday.

The Azzurri, now unbeaten
in 29 matches and having won
their last 10 games without

conceding a goal, sit first in
Group A and are guaranteed a
top-two finish and last-16 berth.
“We played well, we wanted to

win at all costs,” Italy coach
Roberto Mancini told RAI.
“They started well, it was not
easy to win a second game in

five days.”
Mancini’s men, looking to

win Italy a second European
title after their sole success in

1968, host Wales in their final
group game on Sunday, with top
spot up for grabs.

A new star shone for Italy
at the Stadio Olimpico, where
they had brushed aside Turkey
3-0 in the tournament’s opening
match last week, as Sassuolo’s
Locatelli scored twice before
Ciro Immobile’s late third.

Captain Giorgio Chiellini
had an early effort ruled out by
VAR for handball, before the 36-
year-old defender was forced off
with what appeared to be a
thigh injury.

But the hosts always looked
the more dangerous side and
took the lead in the 26th minute.

Locatelli played a wonder-
ful volleyed pass to his Sassuolo
teammate Domenico Berardi
on the wing, who powered to
the byline and picked out
Locatelli for a simple tap-in.

The three points and a
place in the knockout phase for
the fourth straight European
Championship were all but
secured less than seven minutes
after the interval, when a flow-
ing move ended with Locatelli
driving a left-footed shot into
the bottom corner from outside
the box.

Immobile had wasted a
couple of earlier chances but
did grab his second goal of the
tournament in the 89th minute,
curling a low effort past Swiss
goalkeeper Yann Sommer.

Switzerland will now like-
ly have to beat Turkey in Baku
on Sunday to reach the next
round.
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US OPEN TO ALLOW 100% CROWD
NEW YORK: The US Open tennis tournament will
allow 100% spectator capacity throughout its entire
two weeks in 2021.

RAFA OUT OF WIMBLEDON, OLY
MADRID: Rafael Nadal on Thursday said he’s
withdrawing from Wimbledon and the Tokyo
Olympics in a bid ‘to prolong my career’.

IOA ROPES IN MPL AS SPONSOR 
NEW DELHI: The Indian Olympic Association on
Thursday roped in mobile gaming platform, MPL
Sports Foundation as the principal sponsor of the
country's contingent for the upcoming Tokyo
Olympics and next year's Birmingham
Commonwealth Games.

8 DEBUTANTS IN WOMEN’S TEAM 
NEW DELHI: India on Thursday named eight
Olympic debutants and as many veterans in its 16-
member women's hockey squad for the Tokyo
Games.

AZHAR SUSPENDED
HYDERABAD: The Apex Council of Hyderabad
Cricket Association (HCA) has ‘suspended’ its own
president, former India captain Mohammed
Azharuddin, for alleged violation of its constitution.

GATTUSO LEAVES FIORENTINA  
FLORENCE: Gennaro Gattuso and Fiorentina have
agreed to part ways, just over three weeks after the
former Italy International was appointed as coach at
the Serie A club.

JAPAN TO LIFT VIRUS EMERGENCY
TOKYO: Japan plans to lift Tokyo's virus
emergency on June 20, a month before the
Olympics, the Govt announced on Thursday.

MILKHA ‘STABLE AND IMPROVING’
CHANDIGARH: Legendary Indian sprinter Milkha
Singh is ‘stable and improving’ under the constant
supervision of a medical team at the PGIMER after
having recovered from Covid-19, which he
contracted last month.

DOCTORS ‘KILLED’ MARADONA 
SAN ISIDRO: A lawyer for a nurse under
investigation in the death of football great Diego
Maradona said that doctors killed him through
negligence.

TOMORI COMPLETES MILAN MOVE 
MILAN: Chelsea defender Fikayo Tomori has made
his loan move to AC Milan permanent agreeing a
four-year deal with the Serie A runners-up on
Thursday.

WI RECALL BRAVO, GABRIEL
ST LUCIA: West Indies recall pacer Shannon
Gabriel and batsman Darren Bravo for the second
Test against South Africa. Agencies

AFP nMADRID

Sergio Ramos broke down
in tears, saying leaving Real

Madrid was one of the most
difficult moments of his life as
he bid farewell on Thursday
after 16 years at the club.

The defender played 671
games for Real Madrid and
will be remembered as one of
the club’s greatest ever players,
having won five La Liga titles
and four Champions Leagues.

The 35-year-old, who
struggled for fitness and form
last season, was unable to
agree an extension to his con-
tract and will become a free
agent on July 1.

Ramos and Real Madrid
president Florentino Perez
delivered short speeches in a
presentation room at the club’s
training ground, with Ramos’
family in the audience.

“The moment has come,
one of the most difficult in my
life, because you are never
ready to leave Real Madrid,”
Ramos said.

“The fans supported me
in the good moments and the
bad. I would have liked to say
goodbye in the stadium.

“A wonderful stage is clos-
ing, one that has been unique
in my life, but an exciting new
chapter begins and I go into
it with a lot of desire to show

my quality for many years to
come.”

Ramos said he wants to
“add more titles” to his record
and added “this is not a good-
bye but a see you later because
sooner or later I will return to
Real Madrid.”

Perez said it was “not an
easy day”, remembering how
he signed Ramos, aged 19,
from Sevilla for 27 million
euros in 2005.

“He arrived wanting to
take on the world,” said Perez.
“You are undoubtedly one of
legends of Real Madrid. You
have grown as a player here
and been our iconic captain
for years.”

Ramos says goodbye to Real Madrid

Outgoing Real Madrid captain Sergio Ramos, right, poses with 4 UEFA Champions League and 5 La Liga trophies that
he won as a player during his 16 year stay at Santiago Bernabeu @realmadrid

Turin: Goalkeeping legend
Gianluigi Buffon has returned
to Parma two decades after
leaving the Italian club who
were relegated last season.

“He is back where he
belongs, he is back home.
Superman returns,” the club
said on Twitter along with a
short video in which 43-year-
old Buffon said: “OK Kyle
(Krause) I’m in. I’m back.”

Club owner Kyle Krause
replied: “Great news, welcome
home.”

Buffon holds the record for
Serie A matches played with
657, since his first with Parma
in 1995 as a 17-year-old.

Since then, Buffon has

played just one season in Serie
B when Juventus were demoted
in 2006-2007 for the ‘Calciopoli’
match-fixing scandal.

The former World Cup
winner announced last month
he was leaving Juventus, the
club he had played for since
moving from Parma in 2001,
apart from one season with
Paris Saint-Germain in 2018-
2019.

Former Italy captain
Buffon is an iconic figure in
Italian football, one of the
stars of the Azzurri’s 2006
World Cup triumph who
racked up a record 176 caps
for his country.

Buffon won 10 Serie A

titles with Juventus, as well as
five Italian Cups with the
club and second-tier Serie B in
2007.

He also won Ligue 1 with
PSG in 2018-2019 before
returning to the Turin giants.
He won he UEFA Cup back in
1999 with Parma.

However, he has never
won the Champions League
after losing finals with Juve in
2003, 2015 and 2017.

Buffon has reportedly
signed a two-year deal with
the Emilia-Romagna side with
a guarantee of being captain
and number one goalkeeper
and having a role in the club
when his career ends.

Buffon returns to Parma after 2 decades

Goalkeeping legend Gianluigi Buffon
as a Parma player @ParmaCalcio_en

Italy's Manuel Locatelli, right, celebrates with his teammates after scoring his side's second goal during the Euro 2020 group A
match between Italy and Switzerland at the Olympic stadium in Rome on Wednesday night AP

AFP n BUCHAREST

Andriy Yarmolenko scored
one goal and set up

Roman Yaremchuk for anoth-
er as Ukraine defeated North
Macedonia 2-1 to boost their
last-16 hopes at Euro 2020 on
Thursday.

The West Ham forward
grabbed the opener on 29
minutes in Bucharest and then
teed up Yaremchuk with a
brilliant first-time pass to dou-
ble the lead five minutes later.

Ezgjan Alioski pulled a
goal back for North Macedonia
just before the hour as he con-
verted the rebound from his
missed penalty, while Ukraine
midfielder Ruslan Malinovskyi
also saw a late spot-kick saved.

Andriy Shevchenko’s side
are now level on three points
with Austria and the
Netherlands in Group C after
Ukraine ended a six-match los-
ing run in the competition.

Major tournament new-
comers North Macedonia have
lost their first two games and

will be eliminated if the Dutch
avoid defeat to Austria in
Amsterdam, where victory for
either side will secure a spot in
the knockout phase.

Ukraine’s 3-2 loss to the
Netherlands last weekend saw
them match the longest losing
run in tournament history, a
record shared with Yugoslavia,
but they reignited their last-16
bid with a deserved victory
over the Macedonians.

Yarmolenko edged closer
to Shevchenko’s all-time lead-

ing mark of 48 Ukraine goals,
striking for the third game in
a row as he slotted in from
point-blank range after
Oleksandr Karavaev’s clever
flick at a corner.

Yaremchuk had been
guilty of wasting an excellent
early chance when clean
through on goal, but the Gent
striker made no mistake when
Yarmolenko’s brilliant pass put
him in the clear, squeezing the
ball between Stole Dimitrievski
and his near post.

Copenhagen: Danish star
Christian Eriksen, who suf-
fered a cardiac arrest during his
country’s Euro 2020 opener last
weekend, will have a heart
defibrillator implanted, the
Danish Football Union (DBU)
announced on Thursday.

“After Christian has been
through different heart exam-
inations it has been decided
that he should have an ICD
(heart starter),” the Danish
football body said in a state-
ment on Twitter.

The device, which is an
improved variant of a pace-
maker, is “necessary after a car-
diac attack due to rhythm dis-
turbances,” it added.

DBU provided no details
on the potential consequences
for the 29-year-old Inter Milan
player’s future career.

Eriksen “has accepted the
solution” and it had also been
“confirmed by specialists
nationally and internationally
who all recommend the same
treatment,” DBU said. AFP

Eriksen to have
heart defibrillator
implanted 

Ukraine's Andriy Yarmolenko, left, reacts after scoring his team's first goal AP

Ukraine end 6-match losing run

Mancini’s men
confirm Euro  2020
knockout berth with

3-0 win against
Swiss
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PTI n SOUTHAMPTON

Virat Kohli carries the expectations
of a billion while cricket roman-

tics will pin their hopes on Kane
Williamson when India and New
Zealand engage in a battle to create a
lasting legacy in pristine whites in the
inaugural World Test Championship
final starting here on Friday.

For the connoisseurs of the glori-
ous game, Test cricket is the ultimate
format and despite its aura, the 144-
year-old history needed a facelift
along with a context which the World
Test Championship provided despite
various bottlenecks, including the
Covid-19 pandemic.

For Kohli, India’s most successful
Test captain, a trophy-less cabinet
doesn’t do justice to the champion per-
former that he has been for a decade.

Kohli needs a global triumph.
Every captain needs it but perhaps the
Indian captain wants it more.

It’s how history will remember him
just like it remembers Dhoni with a lot
of respect and utmost fondness for
those heroic World title wins.

Williamson stands in his way
with a bunch of fine cricketers and the
most amiable set of players that one
would come across in International
cricket.

They are India’s rivals but when
Williamson hits those cover drives,
Devon Conway teases a Ravichandran
Ashwin or Ravindra Jadeja, Trent
Boult gets one banana inswinger
aimed at Rohit Sharma’s bootlaces, the
crazy fans of a cricket-mad nation
wouldn’t possibly be able to hate
them.

These are ‘Gentlemen Cricketers’
who have grown on the fans bit by bit
with their cricket and their conduct. It’s
difficult not to love them, especially
after their gut-wrenching World Cup
defeat at the Lord’s two summers back.

If Williamson happens to stand
with the ICC Test Mace on the
Hampshire Bowl balcony, one might
just smile and think that perhaps “Nice
guys don’t always finish last”.

But after two years and half a
dozen series later, a battle-hardened
Indian team will give its all in a match,
from which the winning team will also
walk away with a $1.6 million wind-
fall. 

There are a number of cricketers,
who wouldn’t practically have a shot
at any other global trophy and for them
it’s their ‘World Cup’ which they want

to lay their hands on.
Cheteshwar Pujara would be ready

to take more bruises on his body if Neil
Wagner starts bowling short. Ajinkya
Rahane has grown in stature after a
series for the ages and he will squeeze
that extra ounce of energy to make it
count.

Ravichandran Ashwin is unlikely
to play a white ball World Cup again
and wouldn’t mind one bit if he can
fool Williamson, Ross Taylor or the
dogged Henry Nicholls with a carrom
ball or a slider.

Ishant Sharma has grown 14 years
older since that epic WACA spell to
Ricky Ponting and India’s senior-most
player deserves to win a World
Championship as much as anyone else.

Man to man, there is very little to
choose between the two teams even

though playing New Zealand in con-
ditions that aid seam and swing isn’t
the easiest of tasks.

A final has its own set of pressures
and no one would feel it more than
Rohit Sharma and Shubman Gill,
who would have the hardest job cur-
rently in Test cricket.

They would face the most under-
rated but perhaps the best new ball pair
in the business in Boult and Southee,
who would make the new ball jag
around and the old ball talk.

Kyle Jamieson hasn’t played against
England in Edgbaston but Williamson
knows what kind of a nightmare he
was with his steep back-of-length
bounce generated from his 6 feet 9 inch
frame. If that’s not enough, Wagner will
pound it in with stuff aimed at rib-cage
enticing the batters to go for the hook
and pull shots or take it on the body.

TEAMS
India: Virat Kohli (C), Rohit Sharma,
Shubman Gill, Cheteshwar Pujara,
Ajinkya Rahane, Rishabh Pant (wk),
Ravindra Jadeja, Ravichandran
Ashwin, Ishant Sharma, Mohammed
Shami, Jasprit Bumrah. 
New Zealand: Kane Williamson (C),
Tom Blundell, Trent Boult, Devon
Conway, Colin de Grandhomme, Matt
Henry, Kyle Jamieson, Tom Latham,
Henry Nicholls, Ajaz Patel, Tim
Southee, Ross Taylor, Neil Wagner BJ
Watling and Will Young.

PTI n BRISTOL

Shafali Verma and Smriti
Mandhana provided India

Women a confident start but the
visitors still have a mountain to
climb after England Women
posted a mammoth 396 for nine
in their first innings in the one-
off Test, here on Friday.

It was the highest-ever total
scored by a team against India
in Test cricket and the visitors
are still trailing by 333 runs with
Verma (35 not out) and
Mandhana (27 not out) taking
India to 63 for no loss at tea on
the second day.

Verma was at her usual
aggressive self as she cut and
pulled in her own inimitable
style. The 17-year-old not only
presented the straight bat for
defence with grace, she also hit
a six off Nat Sciver with remark-
able ease. It was only the second
six hit by an Indian woman in
Test cricket. 

Mandhana was cautious yet
fluent. She got her first bound-
ary when she punched one off
Sciver in the cover region.
When she got the opportunity,
Mandhana did not hesitate to
pull. Her elegant drives were a

delight to watch.
She raised the team’s fifty

with one such well-timed shot
off Kate Cross.

Cross missed a chance to
dismiss Mandhana (when on
23) when she dropped the left-
hander in her follow through.

This was after Indian
bowlers were made to put in
some hard yards for the second
consecutive day.

Debutant Sophia Dunkley
(74 not out) led the charge with
a resolute unbeaten half-centu-
ry and two crucial partnerships
with tail-enders after England
resumed at the overnight score
of 269 for six.

Dunkley first added 56
runs for the eighth wicket with
Sophie Ecclestone (17) and
then forged a 70-run stand
with Anya Shrubsole, who pun-
ished the Indian bowlers in her
career-best 47.

England declared their
innings when Shrubsole was
bowled by Sneh Rana, who
ended up as India’s best bowler
with a four-wicket haul.

Indian openers start strong
after England post 396-9

Indian batswoman Smriti Mandhana plays shot against England during 2nd Day
play of the one-off Test between the two sides in Bristol @BCCIWomen

Kohli & Kane will fight for a taste of silverware after near misses in recent ICC campaigns

Eng vs India (Day 3)
Live from 3:30 pm IST

SONY TEN 1 NETWORK

India, NZ ready for ultimate Test

Venue Played Ind won NZ won Drawn

In India 34 16 2 16

In NZ 25 5 10 10

Total 59 21 12 26

Last 5 matches 5 3 2 -

HIGHEST TOTAL
India 583-7 dec at Ahmedabad 1999-00

New Zealand 680- 8 dec at Wellington 2013-14

TOP SCORE
India 231 Vinoo Mankad at Chennai 1955-56 

New Zealand 302 Brendon McCullum at Wellington 2013-14

BEST BOWLING (I)
India 8-72 S Venkatraghavan at Delhi 1964-65 

New Zealand 7-23 Richard Hadlee at Wellington 1975-76

FAISEL FFEATURES

INDIA-NEW ZEALAND IN TESTS

No surprises in

India’s playing XI
Southampton: India on Thursday
went for tried and tested players,
preferring veteran Ishant Sharma
over Mohammed Siraj in the play-
ing eleven for the World Test
Championship final.

On expected lines, the team
picked two specialist spinners in
Ravindra Jadeja and R Ashwin,
who are also more than handy with
the bat.

The three pacers are Ishant,
Mohammad Shami and Jasprit
Bumrah, leaving no space for the
impressive Siraj. Wicketkeeper-bats-
man Rishabh Pant will bat at num-
ber six. 

WTC Final (Day 1)
Live from 3:00 pm IST
STAR SPORTS 1 NETWORK
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